
Antique sale 867 to be held on 29th November

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

29th of November
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

29th of November
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not before 1.15pm

29th of November
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 2pm

30th of November
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Sale starts at 10am

30th of November
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 840
Not before 10.30am

30th of November
Rugs and Carpets 881
Not before 11am

30th of November
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 931
Not before 11.30am

PUBLIC VIEWING

Friday 24th November 9am - 5pm

Saturday 25th November 9am - 12 noon

Monday 27th November 9am - 5.30pm

Tuesday 28th November 9am - 7pm

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 An Edwardian yellow metal 9ct ruby and seed pearl brooch in the form of a bird sitting on a branch 5.3 grams
28mm, in original heart shaped fitted case ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

2 A 22ct yellow gold engraved wedding band 6.6 grams size M 1/2 £200-260

3 Two 9ct yellow gold wedding bands 5.2 grams, size M 1/2 and U £70-90

4 A gentleman's yellow metal signet ring, engraved monogram S C, 12.1 grams, size Y 1/2 £140-180

5 A fine yellow metal diamond princess cut emerald and cultured pearl 3 strand bracelet, the clasp set with 23
brilliant cut diamonds each approx. 0.02ct set with 18 princess cut emeralds each approx. 0.03ct, 21cm 33.8
grams, the pearls approx. 6mm diam. each ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

6 A gentleman's yellow metal paste set signet ring, 8 grams, size W £100-140

7 A 9ct yellow gold cultured pearl dress ring, 6.6 grams, size J £50-75

8 A 9ct yellow gold amethyst dress ring size K and a 9ct  paste and gem set ring size N, 9.1 grams £100-140

9 A 9ct yellow gold 5 stone illusion set diamond ring and a paste set ditto, size M and N 1/2, 3.5 grams £40-60

10 A fine yellow metal diamond and princess cut cultured pearl triple and double strand necklace set with 17
brilliant cut diamonds, each approx. 0.02ct, set with 45 princess cut emeralds each approx. 0.02ct, 48cm, 50
grams ( photo centre pages ) £800-1000

11 A Victorian 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring comprising 3 oval cut rubies and 3 (ex 4) diamonds size N,
2.7 grams £40-60

12 Two 22ct yellow gold wedding bands 7.4 grams, size J 1/2 and Q £200-300

13 An Edwardian yellow metal 9ct bar brooch in the form of a fox head and crop, 5 grams, 60mm, boxed
£100-150

14 A Victorian yellow metal carved coral floral spray brooch (chipped and missing a droplet) together with a yellow
metal enamelled and seed pearl bar brooch (chipped) £60-80

15 A fine yellow metal 750 graduated brushed articulated necklace set with 3 cabochon cut rubies, each approx
1ct surrounded by 28 brilliant cut diamonds, each approx. 0.03ct, the links set with 18 brilliant cut diamonds
each approx. 0.01ct, 54.7 grams, 40cm ( photo centre pages ) £4000-5000

16 A 9ct yellow gold matchbook holder 33 grams gross ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

17 A Victorian carved coral gate link bracelet 19cm, 25cm wide ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

18 A 9ct yellow gold hollow bangle and a ditto buckle ring size O, 12 grams £150-200

19 A yellow metal bracelet with a 9ct yellow gold heart padlock 14.2 grams, 16cm £180-220

20 A pair of yellow metal paste set ear clips 11 grams, 20mm x 15mm £50-75

21 A 9ct yellow gold identity bracelet 35 grams, 21cm £440-540

22 A yellow metal necklace 9.2 grams, 40cm £180-240

23 A Victorian yellow metal double cameo portrait brooch 38mm, 5.5 grams £80-120

24 A 9ct yellow gold flat link bracelet with heart padlock, 58.4 grams, 18cm ( photo centre pages ) £700-900

25 A yellow metal 18ct illusion set diamond ring approx. 0.04ct, size M, an Edwardian 3 stone ditto size N 1/2, 3.4
grams £50-75

26 A white metal plat. single stone diamond ring approx. 0.4ct with 9 (ex 10) brilliant cut diamonds to the
shoulders size J 1/2, 1.8 grams £100-150
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27 An 18ct white gold diamond set half eternity ring approx. 0.20ct, size N 1/2, a ditto diamond set circular charm,
a gem set 18ct white gold pendant and 2 ditto ear studs, gross weight 9.1 grams £160-190

28 A white metal single stone diamond pendant 0.25ct, 0.5 grams, 12mm £150-180

29 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold enamelled swivel Masonic ring 7.1 grams, size S 1/2 £80-120

30 A yellow metal 9ct necklace 5.1 grams, 40cm £70-90

31 A yellow metal 9ct necklace 7 grams, 45cm £90-120

32 A yellow metal 9ct bar brooch, a small bracelet, 2 studs, a bar brooch and 4 rings sizes L, M, N and O, gross
weight 13 grams £120-150

33 An 18ct yellow gold necklace 49cm, 3.2 grams £80-100

34 A 15ct yellow gold Albert with T bar and 2 clasps, 33.2 grams, 34cm £760-860

35 An Edwardian yellow metal 9ct brooch in the form of a hound chasing a bird 3.6 grams £120-150

36 A 9ct yellow gold 1910 sovereign ring, the mount 5.7 grams, size R £400-450

37 An Edwardian yellow metal moonstone and peridot necklace 7.6 grams, 40cm £80-120

38 A yellow metal square aquamarine and diamond cocktail ring, the centre stone approx. 1ct, surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds, size K 4.4 grams £200-250

39 A platinum single stone brilliant cut diamond ring approx. 0.9ct, size M 1/2, 4 grams, with a GIA certificate
dated 2013, colour D, clarity SI2 £2200-2600

40 A yellow metal 585 cabochon amethyst set ring 5.8 grams, size K £160-190

41 A yellow metal ruby and diamond ring, the centre stone 0.25ct, the 2 diamonds 0.10ct each, 1.8 grams, size K
1/2 £120-150

42 A yellow metal single stone diamond ring, size K, 2.5 grams, approx. 0.25ct £80-100

43 A yellow metal 9ct necklace with diamond and sapphire pendant 1.6grams, 44cm £60-80

44 A yellow metal 15ct 3 stone diamond bar brooch, approx. 0.4ct, 4.4 grams, 85mm £300-400

This brooch is stamped "15ct" and is in good condition having no damage.

45 A 9ct yellow gold necklace 36cm with a graduated 3 stone diamond pendant set in yellow metal 0.15ct, 0.15ct
and 0.4ct, 5.6 grams £140-180

The largest diamond is chipped

46 A 9ct yellow gold torque bracelet 25.1 grams, 5.5cm interior measurement £320-380

47 A 9ct yellow gold belcher necklace 43 grams, 51cm £580-640

48 A yellow metal 585 bracelet 6.8 grams, 20cm £100-150

49 A yellow metal 333 flat link necklace, 10 grams, 50cm £140-180

50 A yellow metal 14k tapered necklace 11.7 grams, 43cm £180-240

51 A yellow metal 555 twist necklace 19 grams, 44cm £200-300

52 A pair of yellow metal repousse earrings, 3 other pairs and 2 odd studs, 13.3 grams £150-180

53 A lady's Rolex Oyster Perpetual datejust wristwatch in a bi-metallic case with bi-metallic bracelet, contained in
a 25mm case, the bracelet numbered 62523 D/18 with spare link, complete with original guarantee T640349
with 1997/98 plastic calendar, 3 booklets, original box, leather wallet and outer box ( photo centre pages )
£1400-1600

This watch is in working condition, there are very minor scratches to the glass and bracelet

53a A lady's yellow metal 585 wristwatch, the dial inscribed Junghans, gross weight including movement and glass
13.6 grams £80-120

54 A gentleman's Omega Automatic Seamaster De Ville  calendar wristwatch contained in a yellow metal 750
case on a ditto mesh bracelet, case 33mm, gross weight including movement and glass 82 grams £900-1100

The watch is in working condition, the mesh has numerous dents, kinks and splits
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55 A Victorian 18ct yellow gold mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock with engraved monogram, the
interior case stamped 2987, the movement engraved Thos Hallam 24 Bridlesmith Gate Nottingham no.2987,
contained in a 52mm case, Sheffield 1848 ( photo centre pages ) £900-1100

This watch is in working condition

56 A 9ct yellow gold half hunter mechanical pocket watch the case numbered 246257, the dial and movement
inscribed State with seconds at 6 o'clock, contained in a 50mm case, Birmingham 1922 ( photo centre pages )
£600-800

This watch is in working order, there are dents to the case and some of the enamel is wearing to the front
cover

57 An 18ct yellow gold half hunter mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock contained in a 45mm case,
the case marked 796, the movement inscribed Baumgant 6 Maddox Street London, Sheffield 1886 £400-500

The front glass is missing, there are numerous dents and scratches to the case and some wear to the enamel

58 A yellow metal 14k key wind pocket watch the case numbered 38900 contained in a 45mm case £140-180

The watch is not working, the glass is cracked and the dial is chipped

59 A 9ct yellow gold mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock contained in a 45mm case with engraved
monogram £140-180

The winder is missing, the glass is missing, the case is scratched

60 An 18k mechanical fob watch, the dial inscribed J W Benson, contained in a 37mm case, the case numbered
12818 with engraved decoration to the back £140-180

The watch is not working, the loop is missing and the glass is missing

61 A 19th Century silver key wind pair cased pocket watch, the movement numbered 8951 with engraved
monogram to the cover, contained in a 58mm outer case £60-80

This watch is not working and the hallmarks are rubbed

62 An Art Deco 9ct yellow gold cased wristwatch 33mm £60-80

This watch is in working order, the glass is loose and the case is dented

63 A 9ct yellow gold Art Deco wristwatch the dial inscribed Waltham USA with seconds at 6 o'clock, contained in
a 32mm case £50-75

The watch is working, the dial is cracked

64 A gentleman's steel cased Hamilton Military issue black dial wristwatch, the reverse numbered 6B/9101000
H3180M contained in a 35mm case on a later expanding bracelet £300-400

The watch is in working condition

65 A gentleman's steel case Omega Constellation calendar wristwatch watch with gilt bezel and bi-metallic
bracelet, having a quartz movement and complete with original box £150-180

The watch is not working and there are scratches to the bracelet

66 A gentleman's square cased wristwatch the dial inscribed Tiffany & Co, the case numbered 455594, the outer
case marked 14k, contained in a 25mm case on a leather strap £50-75

The dial is chipped

67 A gentleman's vintage steel cased Ingersoll wristwatch inscribed Ingersoll Wrist with seconds at 6 o'clock, the
movement numbered 69096596, contained in a 38mm case £100-150

This watch works intermittently

68 A yellow metal muff chain 150cm £80-120

69 A gentleman's vintage gilt cased Waltham wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock, having a repainted dial,
contained in a 30mm case £30-50
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70 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Girard-Perregaux wristwatch  with seconds at 6 o'clock contained in a 30mm
case on a gilt expanding bracelet £60-80

This watch is not in working order

71 A gentleman's gilt cased Bulova wristwatch of wedge shaped form, the case numbered E692120 contained in
a 30mm case on a leather bracelet £40-60

This watch is in working order

72 A gentleman's gilt cased Omega Seamaster De Ville automatic calendar wristwatch 35mm, a ditto 35mm
£50-80

73 A gentleman's mid-Century Bulova Accutron day/date wristwatch contained in a gilt 35mm case on a gilt
expanding bracelet £40-60

This watch is not in working order

74 A modern Art Deco style gilt cased Hamilton Ventura wristwatch with quartz movement on a leather bracelet
£40-60

75 A gentleman's gilt cased Longines wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock 30mm, a Hamilton electric ditto 25mm
and a Bulova 30mm £40-60

76 An Art Deco gilt cased Elgin wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock 30mm together with an Illinois ditto 30mm
£30-40

The 1st watch is not working

77 A gentleman's Gruen precision wristwatch contained in a steel case together with a gilt ditto with calendar dial
30mm £40-60

78 An Art Deco gilt cased Hamilton wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock, 2 others £40-60

All watches are working

79 A gentleman's modern Art Deco style Rotary wristwatch contained in a 40mm case together with a Danielle
Jean Richard chronograph wristwatch £30-40

80 A gentleman's gilt cased Longines automatic Admiral wristwatch contained in a 33mm case £50-75

81 A gentleman's vintage gilt cased Starlite wristwatch with gilt revolving star hands and red tipped arrows and
minute markers (dial is scratched) and 2 other watches £40-50

82 A gentleman's steel cased Movado wristwatch with black dial number 84F41342 with automatic movement
35mm, a rectangular steel ditto and bracelet both boxed £50-75

83 A gentleman's Hamilton stainless steel rose gilt plated automatic wristwatch with black calendar dial contained
in a 40mm case numbered H386450 boxed £50-75

84 A gentleman's steel cased Rado Diastar calendar chronograph wristwatch contained in a steel bracelet and
strap 40mm, boxed £80-120

85 A gentleman's steel cased Ebel automatic calendar wristwatch on a bi-metallic bracelet with a 750 bezel, the
case numbered 58611473, contained in a 35mm case with original box £100-150

86 A gentleman's Tissot steel cased day/date automatic wristwatch contained in a 40mm case numbered
T035407A together with a gentleman's gilt cased Boss calendar moon phase wristwatch with automatic
movement contained in a 45mm case boxed £50-75

87 A gentleman's steel cased Stauer automatic wristwatch with calendar dial seconds at 6 o'clock and moon
phase dial, contained in a 45mm case and 3 other wristwatches (1 a/f) £40-60

88 Two gilt cased hunter pocket watches and 3 other pocket watches £50-75

Non are working
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89 A metal cased Ingersoll Triumph Radiolite pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, the movement numbered
43856115 with black dial 48mm (working) and a metal cased black dial pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock
by Paugarnier  numbered 103521 50mm (no working) £80-120

90 A silver cased chronometer pocket watch with calendar and seconds dials Chester 1914 contained in a 50mm
case £50-75

The watch is working but the dial is chipped and cracked

91 A Victorian silver pocket watch case Chester 1898 and 7 other silver cased pocket watches (some with
movements, non working) £50-75

92 A silver cased fob watch and 5 other fob watches (non in working order) £30-50

93 Twelve silver pocket watch cases £40-60

94 Fourteen silver pocket watch and fob watch cases £60-80

95 A Victorian silver cased key wind pocket watch  with seconds at 6 o'clock the movement numbered 91673
contained in a 55mm case Chester 1884 with key £60-80

This watch is in working order

96 A Georgian silver half hunter pocket watch with key wind mechanism and keyhole at 6 o'clock, white
enamelled dial, the movement inscribed Richd Milner York AD1812, with fancy engraved cock with mythical
mask, rubbed marks, 50mm £100-150

This watch is not working

97 A gentleman's gilt cased Jean Renet gilt cased quartz wristwatch  33mm on a leather strap and a metal pocket
watch £30-40

98 Four boxes of pocket watch glasses £40-60

99 A British Military issue Pulsar wristwatch (having a replacement back stamped 6645/99 60252627 PO3822/99)
contained in a 37mm case with webbing strap £80-100

This watch is currently in working order. There are some minor scratches to the glass and case with some
heavier scratches to the back.  The replacement back is loose. The watch dates from 1999.

100 A gentleman's gold plated mechanical pocket watch, the dial inscribed Bravingtons with seconds at 6 o'clock 
on a gilt Albert with a gold cufflink terminal £30-40

101 A Continental silver fob watch with enamelled dial 39mm £30-40

102 A collection of silver cased pocket and wristwatches £40-50

None are in working order

103 A quantity of pocket watch cases £30-50

104 A large quantity of pocket watch movements £40-60

105 A graduated agate bead necklace 74cm, 3 other necklaces and a pair of ear clips £40-60

106 A dark green hardstone bangle 7cm diam., a pale green ditto 8cm, a dark green bead necklace 44cm and a
carved pendant 4cm £60-80

107 A silver charm bracelet with 2 stamp holders 55 grams £40-50

108 A coral bead necklace 150cm, ditto 54cm and a natural coral bead necklace 32cm £100-120

109 A silver charm bracelet 77 grams £40-50

110 A silver charm bracelet 76 grams £40-50

111 A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery £40-50

112 A silver bangle and minor silver mounted jewellery £50-70

113 An 18ct white gold single stone diamond ring approx. 0.5ct, size L 1/2, 3.7 grams £700-800

114 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet with heart padlock together with a 9ct charm, 12.58 grams, the bracelet 16cm
£160-190
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115 A 9ct yellow gold signet ring size L and 6 other gem set rings, gross weight 11.2 grams £120-150

There is a small friendship ring in this lot which is not shown in the photograph but is included in the weight

116 A lady's 9ct yellow gold wristwatch and bracelet, gross weight including movement and broken glass 19 grams
£80-120

117 A 9ct yellow gold garnet and seed pearl brooch 5.4 grams, 30mm £60-80

118 A 19th Century yellow metal 9 stone diamond cluster ring, 2.9 grams, approx. 0.5ct £150-180

119 A yellow metal 18ct 7 stone diamond cluster ring approx. 0.03ct, size M 1/2 together with a yellow metal seed
pearl and turquoise bar brooch 4.1 grams £60-80

120 A yellow metal 18ct single stone mine cut diamond ring approx. 0.7ct, size P, 4.5 grams £260-320

121 A yellow metal stamped 15, 10 stone diamond cluster bar brooch approx. 0.5ct, 57mm, 3.5 grams £150-180

122 A pair of 9ct yellow gold engine turned cufflinks 6.7 grams £80-100

123 An Edwardian yellow metal amethyst, diamond and seed pearl pendant on a white metal necklace, the
pendant 40mm, the chain 40cm, contained in original fitted box £150-180

124 A good carved jade apple green pendant decorated with fruits on a white metal diamond set loop, on a white
metal 18k chain, set with 10 small jade beads, the pendant 35mm, the chain 66cm ( photo centre pages )
£300-400

125 A pair of yellow metal stamped 18ct amethyst and diamond cluster ear studs 10mm,  5 grams £300-400

126 A Victorian 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond gypsy set ring comprising 3 rubies and 2 diamonds, 0.12ct of
rubies and 0.01ct of diamonds, 2.6 grams, size O 1/2 £80-100

127 A George IV yellow metal seed pearl and enamel mourning ring, dated 1822, 5 grams, size O £100-150

128 A Victorian yellow metal 18ct seed pearl and turquoise ring, an oval ditto and a yellow metal seed pearl and
turquoise ring (a/f), size L, M, N, gross weight 8.3 grams £80-100

129 An 18ct yellow gold seed pearl and ruby ring (lacking 1 pearl) size N, an 18ct seed pearl ring (lacking 1 pearl)
size N and a 9ct yellow gold garnet cluster ring size J 1/2, 12.7 grams £80-120

130 A white metal Art Deco style tapered baguette cut diamond and sapphire cluster ring approx. 1ct, the oval
sapphire approx. 1ct chip), size I 1/2, 6.4 grams ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

The sapphire is chipped and scratched

131 A 9ct yellow gold engraved expanding bracelet, 10.3 grams, 65mm diam. £140-180

132 3 9ct yellow gold wedding bands, sizes N, M, R, 9 grams £120-150

133 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band, 2.6 grams, size L £70-90

134 An 1898 1 pond, contained in a 9ct mount, gross weight 10.5 grams £300-400

135 A yellow metal (acid tested as at least 14ct) plain bangle 21.8 grams, 6cm diam. £500-700

136 A yellow metal (acid tested as at least 14ct) circular band necklace, 11.5cm diam. 56 grams £1200-1400

137 A silver bracelet, 2 bangles and a brooch, 63 grams £40-50

138 A 9ct yellow gold mounted glass pendant and minor silver jewellery £40-50

139 An Edwardian silver coloured fob in the form of an anchor compass, 1 other £30-40

140 A sterling silver turquoise set South American bangle 7cm £80-100

141 A sterling silver turquoise mounted pendant and minor South American and other jewellery £80-100

142 A set of 6 Edwardian gilt, mother of pearl and turquoise dress buttons cased £30-40

143 A graduated malachite bead necklace 60cm £30-40

144 A silver bangle and minor silver and other jewellery £30-40

145 Two sets of Guinness waistcoat buttons, boxed £40-60

146 A walnut jewellery box containing a quantity of silver and other cufflinks £50-70

147 A silver sports fob and 3 others 47.5 grams £30-40
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148 A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet (some charms not marked), gross weight 53 grams £700-800

149 A mid-Century yellow metal amethyst star burst brooch 9 grams, 45mm £100-150

150 A yellow metal chain (a/f) 16 grams, 120cm £150-180

151 Two yellow metal chains 12.6 grams, 36cm and 52cm, 12.6 grams (both a/f) £130-160

152 A yellow metal stamped 585 flat link necklace 38cm, 13.7 grams £200-250

153 A yellow metal flat link 585 bracelet, 6.5 grams, 18cm £100-150

154 A lady's 9ct yellow gold watch and bracelet, a ditto heart shaped padlock and a bar brooch, gross weight
including glass and pin 12 grams £80-100

155 A white metal diamond eternity ring 2.7 grams, size R £150-180

One diamond is missing

156 Two sets of Guinness waistcoat buttons £40-60

157 A silver necklace, minor watches and jewellery £30-50

158 A strand of cultured pearls with a silver gilt clasp 38cm and 2 others 42cm and 40cm £40-60

159 A sterling silver horse brooch and minor costume jewellery £50-70

160 An Indian repousse white metal locket together with a pierced buckle decorated with birds, 69 grams £40-50

161 A silver medallion modelled with the face of an Alsatian Birmingham 1933, 24 grams £30-40

162 A Victorian silver cast buckle in the form of cherubs riding dragons, London 1897 import marks, 34.4 grams
£50-75

163 A Chinese gilt bracelet mounted with coral and turquoise and minor costume jewellery £40-50

164 Two silver and mother of pearl fruit knives and minor costume jewellery £30-40

165 A green hardstone bead necklace and minor costume jewellery £40-50

166 A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery £30-40

167 A silver cased mechanical pocket watch (a/f) and minor costume jewellery and watches £30-40

168 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery and watches £30-40

169 A Chinese yellow metal wedding band 2.3 grams size N 1/2 £40-60

170 A gilt metal mounted rose quartz seal or walking cane handle with ribbons and swags 75mm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

171 A white metal plat. emerald and diamond ring, the centre stone 1.1ct and the brilliant cut diamonds 0.9ct, 4.7
grams, size P £800-1000

172 A yellow metal 18ct ruby and diamond cocktail ring, the princess cut rubies 0.35ct, the brilliant cut diamonds
0.6ct, size N 1/2 2.4 grams £500-600

173 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Garrard quartz wristwatch 32mm £100-150

The seconds hand is loose

174 A yellow metal 9ct mounted cameo portrait brooch 40mm, together with a 9ct gold signet ring size K 1/2, gross
weight 11.8 grams £50-75

175 A vintage marcasite brooch and minor costume jewellery and watches £30-50

176 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery and watches £30-40

177 Two boxes of pocket watch and wristwatch glasses £50-75

178 An Edwardian silver 2 handled trophy cup with presentation inscription 256 grams, 18cm £60-80

179 An Edwardian repousse silver card case engraved with a carriage and horses with cathedral in the distance
Birmingham 1906, 80 grams £180-220

180 An Edwardian silver capstan inkwell London 1907, 8cm, 166 grams £50-60
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181 An impressive 19th Century  Continental white metal circular silver box and cover with trophy cup finial and
repousse swags with lion ring masks supporting chains on a pierced base 946 grams, 14cm ( photo centre
pages ) £300-400

182 A Victorian repousse silver rose bowl 11.5cm 160 grams together with a miniature silver scent £40-60

183 A Victorian silver mounted double ended tapered hunting flask London 1877, 23.5cm, in original fitted leather
case ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

184 A cut glass silver mounted ewer with scroll handle Birmingham 1867, 25cm £150-180

185 A rectangular silver Art Deco engine turned cigarette box with engraved monogram and inscription London
1939, 16.5cm £40-60

186 A rectangular silver photograph frame Birmingham 1913, 17.5cm x 15.5cm £40-60

Minor dents to the frame

187 A Dutch silver beaker 7cm, a ditto 8cm, 171 grams £40-60

188 A repousse silver card case with scroll decoration Chester 1912, 10cm, 53 grams £90-120

189 A silver circular salver with engraved presentation inscription Sheffield 1926, 23cm, 445 grams £150-200

190 A Victorian silver trophy cup with presentation inscription, London 1899, 15.5cm, 319 grams on a wooden
socle base £100-150

191 An Asprey's commemorative glass and silver plated mounted cocktail shaker together with a silver plated
French beaker with inscription £60-80

192 An Edwardian silver plated ovoid shaped muffin server with button automated action, raised on bun feet 28cm
£50-75

193 A Dutch pierced silver oval basket with swing handle and blue glass liner 119 grams, 12cm £50-70

Images of marks added.

194 A silver nut dish Edinburgh 1954 8.5cm and an 800 standard ashtray 9cm, 137 grams £40-60

195 An Edwardian silver circular swing handled basket with pierced decoration London 1905, 10.5cm, 165 grams
£40-50

196 An Edwardian silver octagonal shaped nut dish with pierced decoration on scroll feet, Birmingham 1902, 14cm,
90 grams £30-40

197 A Victorian engraved silver mounted aide memoir Birmingham 1894, engraved monogram £80-100

198 A Russian silver engine turned box with gilt interior 76 grams, 8cm £70-90

Numerous scratches to the box

199 A rectangular silver Art Deco engine turned cigarette box, Birmingham 1938, 14cm £40-60

200 An impressive Victorian silver plated 2 handled tea urn with fruit decoration and scroll handles 36cm £60-80

201 A Victorian silver repousse spiral 2 handled bowl together with a silver cream jug, 240 grams £60-80

202 An Edwardian repousse silver rattle and whistle teether with mother of pearl mount Birmingham 1905, 7cm
£30-40

203 A Victorian repousse silver spectacle holder decorated with a mask, scrolls and flowers, having ditto belt clip,
London 1866, 14.5cm £60-80

204 An Edwardian engraved silver spectacle holder decorated with flowers having an engine turned belt clip
Birmingham 1908, 16.5 cm £50-75

205 A silver Armada dish with presentation inscription, London 1987, 287 grams, 18.5cm £80-120

206 A silver salver with Chippendale rim and presentation inscription Birmingham 1938 21cm, 447 grams £150-200

207 A Victorian circular silver bowl with presentation inscription London 1880, 10cm, 117 grams £40-50

208 A silver engine turned cigarette case Birmingham 1917, gross weight 67 grams £30-40

209 An octagonal silver nut dish London 1936, 5 spoons and a pair of sugar nips, 172 grams £50-75
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210 A silver cigarette  case with engraved monogram Birmingham 1925 and a pair of sugar nips and a caddy
spoon 113 grams £40-60

211 A white metal guilloche enamel circular compact decorated with flowers, a silver cigarette box and minor items
£60-80

212 A repousse Sterling silver hand mirror and brush £30-40

213 An Edwardian repousse silver rattle Birmingham 1907, a ditto Birmingham 1914 and 1 other £60-80

214 A pair of George III silver sugar tongs/nips Newcastle 1817 and 2 other pairs, 96 grams £30-50

215 A silver mounted hair brush, book mark and spoon £30-40

216 A silver mounted Mr Punch rattle Birmingham 1936, 3 other rattles £60-80

217 A silver and tortoiseshell hairbrush Birmingham 1928, a hand mirror and 2 mounted bottles £40-60

218 Two 925 standard peppers and 2 napkin rings, 79 grams £30-40

219 An Edwardian silver and mother of pearl fruit knife, Sheffield 1901, 2 others £30-40

220 An Edwardian silver mounted miniature Pilgrim's Progress, a hair brush, match box holder and propelling pen
£50-75

221 A pair of Edwardian octagonal silver mustard holders London 1908 and a Victorian silver sifter spoon, London
1840, 140 grams £40-60

222 A circular silver dish with scallop decoration Sheffield 1932, toast rack Sheffield 1918 and a pierced stand
Birmingham 1929, 282 grams gross £70-90

223 A white metal repousse dish with twist handle 11cm, a ditto 14cm, 187 grams £50-75

224 A set of 6 George III silver spoons London 1808, 96 grams £40-50

225 A silver mounted pocket knife Sheffield 1949, 1 other and 3 gilt pocket knives £30-40

226 An Edwardian cut glass silver mounted toilet jar 9cm, 2 other mounted bottles £40-60

227 A George V silver mounted cased manicure set with engine turned decoration Birmingham 1911 (both pairs of
scissors are replaced) £50-75

228 A set of 6 Art Deco silver and enamelled coffee spoons and sugar nips Birmingham 1931, maker Bernard
Instone, 82 grams £100-120

There are some very minor chips to the enamel

229 An Edwardian silver 3 piece tea set with ebony mounts and beaded decoration on scroll feet Sheffield 1905/06
and 07, gross weight 718 grams £180-240

230 A George V silver mounted waisted decanter and stopper 30cm, Chester 1910 £30-50

The collar is cracked and bent

231 A cut glass waisted vase with Edwardian silver mounted repousse collar London 1901 27cm £30-50

The lip is extensively damaged

232 A silver cigarette box Birmingham 1924, 9.5cm, a pair of silver spill vases 13cm and a plated cigarette box
£40-60

233 A silver cased spoon and fork Sheffield 1930, 6 Old English teaspoons London 1874, 136 grams £40-50

234 A silver engine turned cigarette case Sheffield 1930, a pocket knife, 2 mustards, a fork and spoon, weighable
silver 136 grams £40-60

235 Six George V silver coffee spoons Sheffield 1910, 41 grams, cased £30-40

236 A silver rectangular pill/snuff box with engraved decoration Birmingham 1924 41 grams, together with a plated
figure of a soldier £50-70

237 A Victorian silver octagonal candlestick London 1867 converted to a table lamp, 13cm £40-50

238 A Victorian style silver mounted hair tidy box and perfume atomiser Birmingham 1989 £60-80

239 A Bohemian cut glass club shaped decanter with silver collar London 1992, 28cm £40-60
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240 A Continental white metal coin set pill box, 5 others and a napkin ring, 173 grams £90-120

241 An Edwardian silver plated mounted 3 bottle tantalus with base drawer £100-150

242 An ebony and horn walking cane with Sterling silver collar £30-40

243 A set of Sterling silver Eloquence cutlery by Lunt with Rococo handles comprising 12 dinner forks, 12 dessert
forks, 24 dessert spoons, 2 serving spoons, serving fork, 2468 grams together with 12 silver handled dinner
knives, 12 silver handled steak knives, pair of silver handle salad servers, silver handled cake slice and a silver
handle pair of carving knife and fork ( photo centre pages ) £800-1000

244 A gentleman's 14ct yellow gold Certina mechanical wristwatch contained in a 33mm case on a woven bracelet,
gross weight including movement and glass 62.3 grams £600-800

This watch is in working condition

245 A pair of gentleman's yellow metal 585 cufflinks 13.9 grams £220-260

246 A pair of gentleman's 585 yellow metal engine turned cufflinks 16.7 grams £280-340

247 A pair of 9ct yellow gold ear clips and a St Christopher pendant 7.6 grams £90-120

248 A yellow metal citrine dress ring size M, 3.6 grams £50-75

249 A yellow metal 14k garnet and opal dress ring 7.7 grams, size O £150-200

250 A gentleman's yellow metal single stone diamond ring approx. 0.3ct, 2.6 grams, size B £100-150

251 A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold Oriental wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock together with minor costume
jewellery and watches £60-80

252 An 18ct yellow gold shirt stud 1.3 grams and minor studs contained in a leather box £30-50

253 Eighteen commemorative Poppy Appeal silver crowns 28 grams each, 504 grams in total, contained in a
mahogany case £150-180

254 A 2004 uncirculated coin set £30-40

255 A South Africa 10 dollar gold coin 0.49 grams, 2005, together with 4 silver commemorative crowns 85 grams
and minor pre-1947 coinage 40 grams £50-70

256 A set of Canadian 1988 silver commemorative medallions (10) 34 grams each £100-140

257 A set of 10 Canadian silver 20 dollar Aviation commemorative coins, each 31 grams, cased £100-140

258 Two 1986 proof silver one dollar crowns and 12 other commemorative silver crowns, 331 grams £100-140

259 A Royal Canadian mint proof coin set 1985 and minor commemorative crowns and coins £30-40

260 A quantity of European coinage and commemorative crowns etc £30-40

261 A collection of commemorative coins and crowns £40-50

262 Nine Great Britain and Northern Ireland proof coin sets 1972,73,74,75,76, 80,80,81 and 1982 together with a
silver commemorative crown and minor coins £40-50

263 A quantity of commemorative coins and crowns £30-40

264 An album of world bank notes including 2 five pound notes E46061957 and W18001856 1944 and 1951, a
quantity of others £50-75

265 A group of Second World War medals to R M Tagart comprising 1939-45, Atlantic Star, Defence medal, War
medal, together with dress miniatures in original posting box £40-60

266 A small quantity of world medal ribbons and 3 medals £30-40

267 A gentleman's gold plated Dupont cigarette lighter £40-50

268 A gentleman's Dupont Perspective 2000 cigarette lighter contained in original box £50-70

269 A modern blue marbled Parker fountain pen with 18ct nib £40-50

270 A Parker gold plated fountain pen and ballpoint pen boxed, a steel cased Parker fountain pen together with a
cased Cross ballpoint pen and propelling pencil £60-80
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271 A Mont Blanc Johann Sebastian Bach fountain pen, boxed £200-300

272 A Mont Blanc Meisterstuck No.149 fountain pen with 14ct nib, boxed £150-200

273 A Mont Blanc Frederic Francois Chopin Platinum Line fountain pen, boxed and with CD £120-150

274 An Omas Ogive-Brown black fountain pen with 18ct nib, boxed £100-200

275 A Dunhill tortoiseshell effect fountain pen with 18ct nib, boxed, a ditto black fountain pen with 18ct nib, boxed
£100-150

276 A Waterman blue and steel fountain pen with 18ct nib, boxed, a Sheaffer black ditto with 14ct nib (no box)
£50-75

277 A Porsche Design P3100 brushed steel ballpoint pen with 2 colour body, boxed £50-75

278 A Sheaffer Connaisseur red fountain pen with 18ct nib with a ditto marbled ballpoint pen, both boxed £80-100

279 A Namiki red marbled fountain pen with a 14ct nib in a Pilot box with paperwork £100-150

280 A Laban blue marbled and steel fountain pen with Oridium nib boxed and a Mercedes Benz black and steel
fountain pen with white metal nib boxed £50-75

281 A Conklin Duragraph green marbled fountain pen, a Coronet pink marbled and gilt ditto, both boxed and 3
other pens £30-50

282 Four Staffordshire limited edition enamelled pill boxes - Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Mother 159/250,
ditto 57/250, Sixtieth Birthday of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 223/250 and Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
The Queen Mother 220/250, all boxed £50-75

283 Five Staffordshire limited edition enamelled trinket boxes - Bugatti Type 59 108/500 (no box), 4th July 1776
no.248/500 6cm, Three Litre Bentley 99/500 7cm, William Morris Collection 179/1000 7cm and a floral
decorated box 6cm, the last 4 items are boxed £50-70

284 A Crummles egg shaped enamelled box decorated with birds 6cm, an oval ditto Pioneers of Flight by Hot Air
Balloon no.164 6cm, ditto Sir Lancelot no.170 and a Royal Worcester Queen Elizabeth Rose, all boxed £40-60

285 Four Halcyon Days enamelled boxes - A year to Remember 1979 5cm, ditto 1992 4.5cm, Inside You See What
Pleases Me 5cm and Statue of Liberty  1886-1986 5cm, all boxed £40-60

286 Six Halcyon Days enamelled boxes - Happy May Your Birthday Be and Very Many May You See 4cm,
Butterflies Each Time I Think of You 3cm, Holly 4cm, Loving Wishes on Mother's Day 4cm, Shush Be Very
Quiet 3cm, Congratulations on Your Silver Wedding Anniversary 4cm, a Royal Worcester floral ditto 4cm
£50-70

287 Seven Crummles enamelled pill boxes - Mappin & Webb no.73 6cm, Anno Domino 2000 5cm, Teddy Bears
4cm, Bears 3cm, With Love 2cm, Hedgehog 4cm and Mouse 4cm, all boxed £50-70

288 Four enamelled pill boxes - Venice Simplon-Orient Express 4cm, RAC 1897-1997 5cm, Teddy Bears 5cm and
Welcome 3cm £40-50

289 Four Halcyon Days limited edition enamelled boxes - The Accession of Her Majesty Elizabeth II 42/500 8cm,
The Royal Wedding 2011 49/250 19cm, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 80th Birthday 2006 110/500 6cm and
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II on her Golden Jubilee 2002 181/750 5cm, all boxed £50-75

290 Nine Halcyon Days enamelled boxes - Diana 1961-1997 4cm, The Royal Marriage 2005 146/250 5cm,
Christening of HRH Princess Charlotte 2015 5/150 6cm, The Birth of HRH Prince George 2013 55/150 6cm,
Tribute to HRH The Prince of Wales and Lady Diana Spencer on The Occasion on Their Marriage 1981 4cm,
Tribute to The Queen and Prince Philip on Their Anniversary 596/1000 6cm, Time Capsule 2000 162/500 5cm,
Her Majesty The Queen Mother 182/500 5cm and Time Capsule 2000 box no.15 5cm, all boxed £80-90
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291 A set of 4 Crummles for Royal Doulton limited edition Rupert characters enamelled boxes - Rupert Bear,
Podgy Pig, Bill Badger and Edward Trunk, all numbered 71/1000 and boxed £80-120

292 A set of 6 Crummles for Royal Doulton Alice in Wonderland limited edition enamelled boxes - Mad Hatter,
Alice, Tweedle Dum and Tweedle Dee, The White Rabbit, The King and Queen of Hearts and Caterpillar, all
numbered 44/1998 and 4cm  
44/1998 £100-140

293 Eight Halcyon Days enamelled Christmas boxes 1973-1980, all 4cm, all boxed £70-90

294 Ten Halcyon Days enamelled Christmas boxes 1981-1990, all 4cm, all boxed £70-90

295 Ten Halcyon Days enamelled Christmas boxes 1991-2000, all 4cm, all boxed £70-90

296 Ten Halcyon Days enamelled Christmas boxes 2001-2010, all 4cm, all boxed £70-90

297 Eleven Halcyon Days enamelled Christmas boxes 2011-2021, all 4cm, all boxed £70-90

298 A mid Victorian brass bound toilet box with six silver plated jars and five bottles, the base fitted a  drawer 31cm
£80-120

299 HRH Diana The Princess of Wales, a Halcyon days enamelled brass cased 8 day repeater carriage clock
donated by The Princess for auction to a charity auction and purchased for 5500 pounds. The enamelled dial
with the cypher of Her Royal Highness The Princess of Wales, the case engraved "Presented by Her Royal
Highness The Princess of Wales", contained in original fitted box and with Phillips of London catalogue "The
collection of diamond and gem set jewellery, watches and objet d'arts, to be offered by auction on behalf of
The British Red Cross Pot of Gold Appeal for Somalia dated Sunday 14th 1993 at 7.30pm" with clock
illustrated as Lot 135, together with associated invitations, letters of thanks, newspaper cuttings  etc
£1000-1500

300 An album of European bank notes £30-40

301 A 9ct yellow gold citrine and seed pearl ring, 3.1 grams, size L 1/2 £130-150

302 A collection of 1930's silver and enamelled sports fobs £50-75

303 A gentleman's vintage Timex Electric steel cased wristwatch in a 33mm case on a leather strap with original
box £40-50

This watch is not working
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 A Lalique Saint-Vincent yellow amber chandelier decorated with grapes and vines, model no. 2470, circa 1926,
moulded Lalique mark and France, 34.5 cm ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

402 A Lalique frosted glass Dalia wall sconce light etched mark R Lalique France 30.5cm £100-150

There are some minor chips to the rim

403 A Louis Comfort Tiffany Favrile flared neck blue shallow bowl with engraved marks 15.5cm ( photo centre
pages ) £300-350

404 A near pair of Victorian clear glass lustres with faceted drops 20cm and 22cm £40-60

Minor chips to the lustres and 1 base

405 A 19th Century  Continental cabinet cup and saucer with mask decoration Gela £50-70

406 An Art Nouveau green clear glass vase in a repousse pewter floral stand 19cm £70-90

407 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern  paperweight - farmyard cockerel no. 1492 of 5000 with gold stopper 10cm,
ditto spotty pig limited edition run of 1500 8cm, another Shetland pony foal no. 400 of 450 11cm, all boxed
£60-80

408 A pair of 20th Century Sitzendorf figures of street sellers raised on rococo bases 17cm, ditto figure of a girl with
lamb 15cm (all have minor chips) £30-50

409 An Art Deco Royal Winton Grimwades sugar shaker in the form of an elf beneath a toadstool 13cm £40-60

410 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern  paperweight in the form of a snail 11cm, a ditto frog 8cm (no stoppers)
£30-40

411 An Art Nouveau epergne with 4 cranberry glass flutes on a scroll tripod base 28cm £60-80

412 A pair of Victorian cranberry lustres with waisted stems and clear drops 35cm £60-80

Extensive wear to the gilt decoration

413 A Goebel frosted glass figure of a bear sitting on an octagonal clear glass base, etched Goebel 1987, 9.5cm
£40-60

There are very minor chips to the base

414 A Lalique frosted crystal Smyrne votive candle holder, etched lalique £50-75

415 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern  paperweight - pin stripe fish no. 170 of 2500 10cm, ditto Pacific Angel fish
no. 907 of 2500 12cm and another Guppy no. 153 of 2500 13cm, all boxed and all with gold stoppers £60-80

416 A modern Lalique scent bottle with a dove stopper 7cm, an Art Deco Coty scent bottle with chrysanthemum
stopper 8cm, an Art Deco atomiser and a Guerlain Art Deco style perfume bottle 10cm £50-70

417 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern  paperweight - Alice Polar Bear cub 8cm, ditto Boyce Polar Bear cub 7cm,
another Aurora Polar Bear cub limited edition of 1500 11cm and a ditto Polar Bear 12cm, all boxed and all with
gold stoppers £60-80

418 A collection of Victorian bisque Christmas cake decorations comprising 9 figures, a reindeer and 2 children on
a roof £30-50

All are worn and several are chipped

419 A Clarice Cliff Bizarre Sungay 3 piece condiment decorated with flowers 4cm £50-75
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420 A Worcester Lock and Co bowl decorated with a pheasant signed H Wool 11cm and a ditto figure A Woodland
Dance by E F G Doughty no.3076 10cm £30-40

421 Two Art Deco turquoise glazed figures of cockerels 15cm and 12cm £30-40

422 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern  paperweight - Bengal tiger cub 10cm, a ditto Marmalade no.1256 of 2500
12cm, ditto Siberian tiger no.43 of 750 11cm, all boxed and all with gold stoppers £60-80

423 A Herend figure of a seated white rabbit 13cm £30-40

424 A Hall Bros. studio pottery grotesque bird with painted marks to base 16cm £50-75

425 A plaster figure of Sir Winston Churchill with 1 lightable cigar 22cm £30-40

This figure is restored

426 A Royal Doulton figure - Pantalettes 16cm £40-50

427 A pair of 19th Century Pearlware moulded octagonal plates of allegorical studies 14.5cm £30-40

Minor chips to the rims

428 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern  paperweight - Scottish Terrier 11cm, ditto otter 5cm and Crown name
stand 8m, all boxed and all with gold stoppers £40-50

429 A 19th Century  Continental cranberry glass ewer with pewter mounts decorated with figures 33cm £40-60

430 A Carlton Ware Guinness Toucan table lamp - "How grand to be a Toucan, just think what Toucan do, if he
can say as you can Guinness is good for you"   GA/2178, 21cm, with original lamp shade £60-80

Tail broken

431 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern  paperweight - lion cub no.371 of 1500 13cm and leaping salmon 15cm,
both boxed and both with gold stoppers £40-60

432 A Swarovski Crystal  figure - Magic of Dance Anna 2004 numbered 04AH 16cm boxed, ditto ballerina on a
frosted base 14cm £40-60

433 A Swarovski Crystal  Collectors Society figure - Columbine by Gabriele Stacey 16cm, ditto standing horse on
frosted base 10cm, both boxed £40-60

434 A Swarovski Crystal  green glass figure of a Japanese fighting fish 5cm, ditto blue 5cm and a seal and cub
etched 21NS1 5cm, all boxed £60-80

435 A 19th Century Delft jug decorated with figures in landscapes 19cm £50-75

The handle and lip are chipped

436 A Wedgwood orange ground lustre pedestal bowl decorated with dragons numbered 24825 9cm £40-50

437 A contemporary Moorcroft Collector's Club vase, the cream ground decorated with grapes 18cm £30-50

438 A Swarovski Crystal  hedgehog 4cm, squirrel 4cm, chick 3cm, sun dial 8cm and cat 7cm (a/f) £40-50

439 A pair of 19th Century ceramic wall pockets with birds amongst leaves 29cm £35-45

One is stuck and both are chipped

440 A 19th Century Meissen bowl decorated with flowers and insects 23cm and a Victorian turquoise ground tizzy
decorated with spring flowers and gilt decoration 27cm £40-60

441 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight - Snowy Owl 9cm, ditto Black Swan no.1422 of 2002 8cm,
both with gold stoppers and a swan 10cm with silver stopper, all boxed £50-75

442 A pair of 19th Century Continental shallow dishes decorated with exotic birds 31cm £30-40

One is cracked

443 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight - Prong Horned Antelope no.203 of 950 17cm, ditto Shetland
Pony no.400 of 450 18cm and Harvey Peacock no.43 of 750 18cm, all boxed and all with gold stoppers £60-80

444 Eight Royal Crown Derby Butterflies of The World circular boxes and lids boxed, 8cm £40-60

445 A Studio Pottery dish in the form of a clam shell 28cm £30-40
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446 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight - Moonlite Badger 16cm, Pacific Angel Fish no.243 of 2500
13cm and Bunny 5cm, all boxed and all with gold stoppers £50-75

447 A Lalique frosted glass figure of an owl, etched lower case marks 10cm £30-50

The base is chipped

448 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a swan 5cm, ditto 4cm, another 3cm, a blow fish 5cm and an owl 5cm, all boxed
£30-50

449 Nine Caithness paperweights - Gemini 8cm, Aquarelle no.493 of 500 7cm, Domino 372 of 1000 10cm, Blue
Velvet 153 of 500 9cm, Moore Orchid 411 of 1000 9cm, Tranquility no.524 of 750 9cm, Jubilee 9cm no. 75 of
500, Reflections 7cm and 1 other 11cm, all boxed £60-80

450 Two Edinburgh Crystal paperweights Emerald Star no.80 of 100 7cm and Aquamarine no.23 of 250 7cm,
boxed £40-60

451 A Caithness paperweight Thistle no.126 of 750 7cm, Whitefriars Pansy 248 of 750 7cm and The Fire Fly
no.104 of 500 7cm, all boxed £50-75

452 A Lladro group 7686 of a clown and lady 21cm, ditto clown 5901 24cm £40-50

453 Two Whitefriars red ground jugs with clear handles 18cm £30-50

454 A Staffordshire figure of a Scotts drummer resting on his drum 24cm, a watch holder 30cm and a religious
group Samantha at Jacobs Well £40-60

455 A Lladro figure of a Japanese lady 28cm, ditto of a Vet 30cm £40-60

456 A Lladro figure of a rabbit 4772 7cm, ditto hound 7cm £30-50

457 A Waterford Marquis glass photograph frame 33cm x 28cm £40-50

458 A modern Poole Pottery free form squat baluster vase 17cm, a cylindrical ditto 22cm £40-60

459 A Lladro group of a boy with dog 5376 17cm, ditto girl feeding a dog 5921 15cm £70-90

460 A Victorian cranberry glass bell (lacking clapper) 30cm and a Galle style vase 9cm £30-50

461 A Wedgwood style blue Jasper circular box and cover 10cm, ditto teapot  14cm and jug 15cm £40-60

462 A Waterford Crystal quartz timepiece 8cm, ditto 9cm £30-50

463 A Lladro figure of a lady 30cm, a ditto of a water carrier 31cm £40-60

464 A Lladro figure of a sailor standing at a ships wheel 5206 33cm £40-60

465 A 19th Century  Continental  tazza with applied flowers and pierced decoration 26cm £40-50

There are numerous chips to this lot

466 A Studio Pottery slip glazed 2 handled urn/vase 23cm £40-60

467 A Wade figure of Lady 10cm, ditto of Tramp 13cm £40-50

468 A Victorian Copeland parian jug decorated with a bacchanalian scene 26cm £30-40

There is a crack to the lip

469 A Staffordshire style pastel burner in the form of a cottage 16cm, ditto Spaniel 11cm (cracked) £30-40

470 A Lladro matt figure - Gres 31cm £50-75

471 A modern Poole Pottery Carousel shallow bowl with slip glazed decoration on a turquoise ground 33cm, ditto
vase 35cm £40-60

472 A Shelley Idalium pattern tea set comprising teapot (lid chipped), 12 tea cups (4 cracked), 12 saucers (3
cracked), 12 side plates, 2 sandwich plates, milk jug, sugar bowl (chipped) £60-90

473 A Lladro Nativity group comprising Mary 19cm, Three Kings 22cm, 2 angels 4538 13cm, a kneeling girl 15cm
and 2 figures of babies and 2 deer £50-75

474 A Royal Doulton 1953 commemorative mug 14cm £30-40

475 A Royal Doulton reclining Siamese cat 1559 17cm, ditto character jug Long John Silver 10cm £30-40

476 A Whitefriars orange nobbly cylindrical vase 22.5cm £40-60
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477 A Doulton Lambeth oviform vase decorated with panels of birds and flowers by Florence E Barlow. no.545
35cm £50-75

The lip has 2 stuck sections

478 A Victorian Barge Ware teapot, the lid with teapot finial, the body with panels of flowers inscribed Mr & Mrs
Brown Foleshill 30cm £30-40

The finial spout is chipped and the base is stuck

479 A Clarice Cliff moulded jug decorated with flowers 16cm, ditto budgerigars 22cm £50-70

480 A Dresden turquoise ground jardiniere decorated with revellers 19cm and a 19th Century  vase decorated with
spring flowers 26cm £30-40

Both have rubbed gilding and the jardiniere is missing both handles

481 A set of 8 Val St Lambert multi coloured cocktail glasses 14cm £80-100

482 A set of 8 Val St Lambert multi coloured wine glasses £80-100

483 A Val St Lambert pear shaped liqueur decanter 34cm and 5 small multi coloured liqueur glasses £60-80

484 A modern Lalique frosted and moulded glass tea light holder decorated with flowers, engraved lower case
marks 8cm £60-80

485 A Border Fine Arts figure of a shepherd and sheep dog 1982 17cm, ditto of a sheep dog by M Lang 1979
15cm, ditto sheep dog puppy 1987 8cm, a group of sheep dogs before a fire place 18cm and a similar group
dog of a sheep dog and sheep a/f 20cm £40-60

486 A pair of Royal Bonn Delft shell shaped wall plaques decorated with boats 1193 34cm £60-80

487 A Studio Glass blue baluster vase decorated with oval white glass panels 18cm £30-50

488 A Lladro group of girl with goat no.14756 25cm £50-75

489 A contemporary blue glass flatted oviform vase with tear drop decoration 31cm £40-50

490 A Royal Doulton fruit bowl decorated with flowers X872A/9038 20cm £30-40

491 A Royal Doulton 3 handled hunting cup 5762 17cm £30-40

492 A mid-Century clear glass studio bowl 61cm £30-40

493 Four Edwardian Coalport dessert plates decorated with spring flowers, together with a pair of serving dishes
£40-60

All have some wear to the gilding and 1 serving dish is chipped

494 A Lorna Bailey Art Deco style novelty angular teapot on a circular stem 15cm £40-60

495 A Royal Doulton baluster vase decorated with flowers on a green ground 23cm £80-120

496 A Lorna Bailey Art Deco style cylindrical vase on a square base 19cm together with a ditto baluster teapot
(lacking lid) 10cm £40-60

497 A Lorna Bailey Art Deco style tapered teapot 14cm £40-60

498 An Art Deco Czechoslovakian tea set decorated with stylised flowers comprising 10 tea cups (3 a/f), 12
saucers, 2 sandwich plates, 9 small plates, teapot (chip to spout), milk jug, sugar bowl and stand £50-75

499 A Waterford Crystal mallet shaped decanter and stopper 33cm £50-75

500 Two pairs of Waterford brandy glasses and four sherries £40-60

501 An Aynsley composition figure of a sheepdog 9cm, a ditto 10cm, a Border Fine Arts sheep dog puppy and
lamb 6cm, a ditto group of a family of sheep dogs feeding and a group of sheep and sheep dog £40-60

502 Three Waterford Crystal hock wine glasses, 2 large balloons, a pair of condiments, 4 circular napkin rings and
4 ovoid napkin rings £40-60

503 A 20th Century Sitzendorf parrot sitting on a stump 14cm £30-40

504 A Victorian agate mounted trinket box raised on ball feet 9cm £40-60
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506 A Victorian silver plated epergne with 4 Victorian vaseline glass tapered vases 30cm ( photo centre pages )
£80-100

507 A Victorian stoneware barrel 32cm £30-40

Lacking lid

508 A Royal Doulton Pastoral tea, coffee and dinner service comprising 6 coffee cups, 6 saucers boxed, 12 tea
cups (1 a/f), 12 saucers, 19 coffee cans (3 a/f), 15 saucers, 2 coffee pots, 1 tea pot, 2 lidded sugars, 2 milk
jugs, 3 cream jugs, 2 bowls, 24 side plates, 15 soup bowls, 2 sauce boats on stands, 15 medium plates, 30
dinner plates (1 a second), 3 oval meat plates, 2 sandwich plates, 2 tureens and covers, 4 vegetable dishes
and 2 non matching tureens and covers £50-100

509 A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part tea and dinner service comprising 12 tea cups, 12 saucers, 12 small
plates, 12 side plates (6 are seconds), 2 cake plates, 11 soup bowls, 2 milk jugs, 2 sugar bowls, 3 dishes, 14
dinner plates £70-90

This is generally in good condition with minor wear to the gilding

510 A Victorian blue glass rolling pin 60cm and 5 other multi coloured rolling pins and a glass walking cane £40-60

511 An 18th Century Chinese octagonal blue and white plate with landscape view 22cm, together with a 1930's
Satsuma Koro and cover with dragon finial and floral decoration 25cm £40-50

The plate is extensively chipped, the Koro has a stuck handle

512 A Meiji Period Japanese Satsuma oviform vase with dragon handles, band of deities and attendants, having
seal mark to base 31cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

There is minor wear to the gilding

513 A Chinese metal mounted table lamp, the crackle glazed porcelain body with birds and flowers 46cm £60-80

The body of the lamp is extensively stuck

514 A Chinese crackle glazed oviform vase decorated with a band of figures with lion mask handles 24.5 cm
£40-50

515 An 18th century style Chinese pale Celadon baluster vase 40cm (drilled and converted to electricity) £80-100

516 A pair of Chinese turquoise oviform table lamps on square bases 37cm £40-60

517 An early 20th Century Japanese transfer print blue and white cylindrical stick stand decorated with birds
amongst flowers 61cm £50-75

518 A 19th Century Continental enamelled serpentine box decorated with figures beside a river, the body with
flowers and insects 12cm  together with a floral ditto 9cm £40-50

The lid is stuck

519 Four Chinese hardstone and white metal figures of animals 2cm £30-40

520 A hardstone figure of a reclining Shi Shi 10cm £100-140

521 A hardstone bangle (a/f) and 3 others and a snuff bottle £60-80

522 An 18th Century style shallow Chinese dish decorated with flowers 12cm £80-200

There are minor chips to the lip

524 A Royal Crown Derby  squat oviform vase decorated with a panel of boats on a blue ground, signed W E J
Dean with lid and a spare lid 12cm £60-80
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 Star Wars by Palitoy, a very rare Luke Skywalker farm boy ( brown hair ) with Bespin light saber action figure
on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched card ROTJ 70B ( China 1983  ) ( photo centre pages )
£600-900

Dents to front top and front bottom bubble, scuffs to edges of card

552 Star Wars by Kenner, a Bespin Security Guard (white) action figure on  48 back  Return of the Jedi unpunched
( see notes ) card ROTJ 48KPSD ( Hong Kong 1983 promotional Nien Nunb edition Kenner Label to front
Palitoy sticker to back ) £100-150

Bubble in in good condition with scuffing to front base, scuffing to card edges, 2 surface tears top right, shop
sticker, punch is present but 'broken through'

553 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Lando Calrissian ( General Pilot ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi
unpunched card ROTJ 70D ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £100-150

Dents to top front and bottom right corner, scuffing to card edges, shop price label over Lando's face

554 Star Wars by Kenner, a Luke Skywalker ( Hoth Battle Gear ) action figure on  48 back Empire Strikes Back
unpunched card ESB 48C ( Hong Kong 1983 promotional Admiral Akbar edition ) £60-80

Dent to bubble side left top, bubble is yellowed, minor 2mm lifting to certain bubble edges,  shop price sticker
to main logo, scuffing to card edges, bottom left card turned up and separating, 1/3rd of a mug? stain starts
from E at end of logo round to Luke's face

555 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Greedo action figure on hybrid logo 70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ
70A ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £200-300

Dents to top left, top top, and top right of bubble, shop price sticker above  Greedo's face, 2.5 cm crease from
top left of bubble to edge of logo

556 Star Wars by Palitoy, a miscarded Luke Skywalker in Bespin fatigues action figure on C-3PO ( removable
limbs ) 65 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 65D ( Hong Kong 1984  ) £80-120

Bubble glue is bubbling on left, shop price sticker to logo, bubble light yellowing

557 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Paploo action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 70B (
Mexico 1983  ) £100-150

Bubble dented front bottom, shop price sticker to Paploo body, scuffing card edges, bottom left edge fraying,
2cm creases to reverse top left and top right, raising to reverse at top right bubble position where it has been
affixed too hard

558 Star Wars by Kenner, a Princess Leia Organa ( Boushh Disguise ) action figure on  65 back Return of the Jedi
unpunched card ROTJ 65B ( Taiwan 1983  ) £80-120

Bubble yellowing and glue lifting, card edges scuffed, surface tear to front bottom right of logo, shop price
sticker top right, creasing bottom left corner and  reverse top right

559 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Lumat action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 70C (
Mexico 1983  ) £150-200

bubble dented top front, shop price sticker to Lumat leg, bottom right corner creased and a little frayed

560 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Bespin Security Guard ( black ) action figure on  45 back Empire Strikes Back
unpunched card ESB 45A ( Hong Kong 1981 promotional Bounty Hunter edition ) £100-150

pitting to bubble and bubble running over bottom edge of card, shop price tag over logo
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561 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Tusken Raider ( solid cheeks ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi
punched  card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £150-200

bubble dent top centre and top right, card scuffing to edges, price label to bubble

562 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Cloud Car Pilot action figure on  45 back Empire Strikes Back unpunched card ESB
45A ( Hong Kong 1981 promotional Bounty Hunter edition ) ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

Shop price sticker to logo, bubble overlapping bottom of card, slight 5cm crease diagonal across card top right
of bubble

563 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Bossk ( Bounty Hunter ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched
card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1984  ) £70-90

multiple creases to top edge bubble dented top right bottom left bottom right

564 Star Wars by Kenner, a Power Droid action figure on  77 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 77A (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £80-120

bubble yellowing and dented side right, shop price label to droid face, bottom left corner curling

565 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Death Star Droid action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card
ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £200-300

bubble dented top right corner, shop price label to card, bottom left corner fraying, top right corner creased,
edges scuffed

566 Star Wars by Palitoy, an AT-AT Driver action figure on  41 back Empire Strikes Back unpunched card ESB
41A ( Hong Kong 1980  ) £200-300

bubble yellowing and minor lifting, shop price sticker to front, semi-circular crease to left hand side, veining
from top edge above punch through logo and back up to top right hand corner

567 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Lobot action figure on  41 back Empire Strikes Back unpunched card ESB 41B ( Hong
Kong 1980  ) £140-160

bubble yellowing and lifting at three corners, card warps down to bottom right, shop price label to top right,
card edges scuffed

568 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Ree-Yees action figure on  65 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 65A (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £50-70

bubble lifting top left / bottom left, punch hole damaged, shop price sticker to logo, creases to bottom left / top
left of card

569 Star Wars by Palitoy, a 2-1B action figure on  41 back Empire Strikes Back punched  card ESB 41B ( Hong
Kong 1980  ) £200-250

bottom left of card curling up, shop price label to top right

570 Star Wars by Kenner, a Princess Leia Organa ( Hoth outfit ) action figure on  65 back Return of the Jedi
unpunched card ROTJ 65B ( China 1983  ) £50-70

1 inch surface tear around Leia trousers/Kenner logo, bubble slight lifting top left and bottom right edges, shop
price sticker to logo, card edge scuff top right

571 Star Wars by Palitoy, an Admiral Ackbar action figure on  65 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 65B
( Hong Kong 1893  ) £40-60

bubble dented front top and small split 1 inch up on right edge, base of bubble overlapping card and broken
tearing card. ship price label to logo, crease along lower Ackbar body and chair and over punch hole

572 Star Wars by Kenner, a Rebel Commando action figure on 77 back Return of the Jedi punched card ROTJ
77A ( China 1983  ) £50-70

bubble yellowed, two price labels to top right (one has caused surface tear), card warped and slight scuffing to
edges
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573 Star Wars by Kenner, an AT-ST Driver action figure on  79 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 79A (
Taiwan 1984  ) £50-70

Slight nick to left side top, Tesco price label top right, 1.5 inch crease left edge of card to right below logo,
bottom right corner of card bent down

574 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Snaggletooth ( red ) action figure on hybrid 70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card
ROTJ 70A ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £80-120

bubble dented front top and front bottom, shop price label right of name, scuffing to card edges and warp, vein
running from edge of punch down to and across title

575 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Weequay action figure on  65 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 65A (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £50-70

bubble yellow and slight lifting at all corners, shop price label over name and logo, tear to surface of card on 'i'
of Italian age warning, bottom left corner of card turned up

576 Star Wars by Kenner, a Wicket W Warrick action figure on  79 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ
79A ( Hong Kong 1984  ) £50-70

bubble yellow, 5mm surface tear to card on bottom right silver border

577 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Squid Head action figure on  65 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 65C (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £30-40

bubble multiple splits at base ( fixed with tape ), 2 shop price stickers to logo

578 Star Wars by Kenner, a Bib Fortuna action figure on 77 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 77A (
Taiwan 1983  ) £50-70

bubble yellow, top right card corner curling, edge scuffing, reverse has crease from Emperor down to base

579 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Prune Face action figure on  70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 70B (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £40-60

bubble crushed as base, two large shop price labels over Prune Face body, creases to top right corner of card,
edge scuffing

580 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Zuckuss action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 70B (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £40-60

sticker residue and tear to surface bottom centre over Zuckuss title, shop price sticker to top logo, edge
scuffing, crease to bottom right corner

581 Star Wars by Palitoy, an Obi-Wan Kenobi action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card
ROTJ 70B ( China 1983 ) £80-120

card scuffing to edges, minor card dent to bottom right corner edge

582 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Luke Skywalker ( X-Wing Fighter Pilot ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the
Jedi punched  card ROTJ 70C ( China 1983  ) £200-250

bubble dented top left and top right, minor 3mm dent to edge of card top right corner

583 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Darth Vader action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ
70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £150-200

bubble dent to right side bottom and right top and top, scuffing to edges, minor crease top right corner

584 Star Wars by Palitoy, a C-3PO ( with removable limbs ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi
unpunched card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £100-150

bubble denting to top left and right , crease from corner of punch to left edge of card, crease top right corner,
bottom left corner frayed
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585 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Gamorrean Guard action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card
ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £50-70

bubble dented all round and front, card warped, bottom left edge frayed

586 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Lando Calrissian action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card
ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £70-90

bubble dent top right, Tesco price sticker below top logo , crease above punch hole , scuffing to card edges,
scratch from base to Lando title

587 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Yoda ( brown snake ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card
ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

bent to bubble bottom left, scuffing to edges, 3mm dent to card centre below bubble

588 Star Wars by Palitoy, an Ugnaught action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ
70C ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £80-120

bubble yellow, dent to bubble bottom right corner, slight bend top left corner, edge scuffing

589 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Nikto action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 70B (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £80-120

bubble crushed as top , top left corner of card bet back, tesco price label on Nikto leg

590 Star Wars by Palitoy, a B-Wing Pilot action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ
70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £80-120

bubble dented top left/right, front and base left right

591 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Klaatu ( Skiff Guard outfit ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi
unpunched card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £80-120

bubble dented base right , bubble 2/3 lift

592 Star Wars by Palitoy, a The Emperor action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ
70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £100-150

bubble dented top front

593 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Nien Nunb action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ
70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £30-40

bubble crushed at base and top, heavy creasing along width of card through French logo

594 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Rebel Commander action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card
ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1982  ) £30-40

bubble crushed at top, bad creasing top right corner, Tesco price label top right, scuffing to edges

595 Star Wars by Kenner, an Emperors Royal Guard action figure on  70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card
ROTJ 77A ( Taiwan 1983 ) £70-90

bubble yellowed, shop price label top right

596 Star Wars by Palitoy, a FX-7 action figure on tri-logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ 70B (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £70-90

bubble dented all corners, shop price label to top logo, partial shop sticker and residue to FX-7 body base,
edges scuffed, Crease to reverse top right corner

597 Star Wars by Kenner, a Hammerhead action figure on 77 back Return of the Jedi punched card ROTJ 77A (
Spain 1983  ) £150-200

bubble yellowed, card edges scuffed, bottom right corner frayed

598 Star Wars by Palitoy, an Arfive-Defour ( R5-D4 ) action figure on tri-logo 70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched
card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £150-200

bubble corners dented, card edges scuffed shop price label to edge of Spanish logo
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599 Star Wars by Palitoy, a General Madine action figure on  65 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ
65C ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £70-90

bubble lifting at base and 2 inches up right bottom side, card edges scuffed, top right corner creased, 2cm
surface tear to top right silver border, shop price label near punch hole

600 Star Wars by Palitoy, an Imperial Commander action figure on  45 back Empire Strikes Back punched  card
ESB 45B ( Hong Kong 1982 promotional bounty hunter edition ) £150-200

bubble split base bottom right corner, card edges scuffed, shop price label to middle logo

601 Star Wars by Palitoy, a miscarded Tie Fighter Pilot action figure on tri-logo Dengar 70 back Return of the Jedi
punched  card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £100-200

dent top front of bubble, heavy horizontal creasing to top half of card, shop price label to top logo, card edge
scuffing

602 Star Wars by Kenner, an IG-88 action figure on 77 back Kenner unpunched card ROTJ 77A ( Hong Kong 1983
 ) £100-150

bubble yellow, crease to bottom left card corner

603 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Han Solo ( big head ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card
ROTJ 70B ( China 1983  ) £70-90

bubble dent top left front corner and bottom front, shop price label to right of logo, crease from top of punch
hole diagonally right until Solo's head, edges scuffed

604 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Han Solo ( Bespin Outfit ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi
unpunched card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £100-150

bubble dented top front and lower right side, shop price label to Solo head, card edges scuffed

605 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Rebel Soldier action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ
70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £70-90

bubble dent to top top and top side, shop price sticker to edge Spanish logo, edges scuffed

606 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Rancor Keeper action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card ROTJ
70C ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £80-120

bubble dent to front top, card edge scuffing

607 Star Wars by Palitoy, an Imperial Storm Trooper action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched 
card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £60-80

bubble dent ( and minor split? ) to top left back ridge, Tesco price label to top right silver border, card edge
scuffing, yellowing to Dutch and Spanish age advice, damage to punch hole

608 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Dengar Dutch Clipper action figure on  45 back Empire Strikes Back punched  card
ESB 45B ( Hong Kong 1983 promotional UK Nien Nunb edition ) £70-90

bubble crushed and starting to yellow, price sticker to logo, 3cm  crease to top right silver border

609 Star Wars by Kenner, a Walrus Man action figure on 77 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 77A (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £100-150

bubble yellowing, shop price label to top of Walrus man head

610 Star Wars by Palitoy, an Artoo-Detoo ( R2-D2 ) ( with Sensorscope ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of
the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £100-150

bubble dented to top left and right corners and top top

611 Star Wars by Palitoy, a 4-LOM action figure on  45 back Empire Strikes Back punched  card ESB 45A ( Hong
Kong 1981 promotional Bounty Hunter edition ) £150-200

bubble has slight lift at edges, 2cm tear/break above R  of logo, edges scuffed, shop price label to logo
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612 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Princess Leia Organa ( Bespin Gown ) action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the
Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £100-150

bubble crushed top right and bottom right, slight edge scuffing

613 Star Wars by Palitoy, an 8D8 action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 70B (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £70-90

bubble dented top front , card top left corner bent back, tesco price tag to 8D8 leg, severe card warp, bottom
left corner frayed, edge scuffing

614 Star Wars by Kenner, an Imperial Stormtrooper ( Hoth Battle Gear ) action figure on  77 back Return of the
Jedi punched  card ROTJ 77A ( China 1983  ) £100-150

bubble is yellowed, 1 inch thin impression line by punch hole

615 Star Wars by Kenner, a Klaatu action figure on 65 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 65B ( Hong
Kong 1983  ) £80-120

bubble yellowed and dented top left front corner, price sticker to top right card corner, bad scuffing to I of logo,
edge scuffing, diagonal light creasing across top left of card

616 Star Wars by Kenner, a Stormtrooper action figure on  77 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 77A (
Hong Kong 1983  ) £70-90

bubble yellow, shop label to top right

617 Star Wars by Palitoy, an Anakin Skywalker action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi punched  card
ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £60-90

bubble crush top front left and dent top front right, bottom left bottom right, large yellow 'New figure' sticker with
biro cross over it. Three tesco labels to right of  Anakin name, edge tear and corner fraying

618 Star Wars by Palitoy, a Han Solo Trench Coat action figure on tri logo 70 back Return of the Jedi unpunched
card ROTJ 70B ( Hong Kong 1983  ) £50-70

bubble dent front top, edge wear and odd wear flecks to top logo, 1 large Woolworths sticker over Solo face,
small crease to card to top left of bubble

619 Star Wars by Kenner, a Biker Scout action figure on  77 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 77A (
Taiwan 1983  ) £70-90

bubble yellow, shop price label to card, bottom left card corner bent up

620 Star Wars by Kenner, a Biker Scout action figure on  77 back Return of the Jedi unpunched card ROTJ 77A (
Taiwan 1983  ) £60-80

bubble yellow, shop price label to card, bottom left card corner bent up, area of peeling to the card where
another label has been peeled off

621 Star Wars by Kenner, a Princess Leia Organa ( in Combat Poncho ) action figure on 79 back Return of the
Jedi punched card ROTJ 79A ( Hong Kong 1984  ) £30-40

bubble yellow and 70% lift (weapon missing) tearing where lift occurs at base

622 Star Wars, a collection of 3 boxed mini rigs to include Palitoy vehicle maintenance energiser in Return of The
Jedi box, tripod laser cannon by Kenner in Return of The Jedi box and a radar laser cannon by Kenner Return
of The Jedi box £50-75

All boxes are in scuffed condition, tape to lids, all rigs are complete with instructions and decals are fixed,
vehicle maintenance energiser missing 2 out of 8 hydro spanners

623 Star Wars by Kenner, a Vehicle Maintenance Energiser mini rig in Return of The Jedi box, unused and all
contents in packages, decals unused, spanners unbroken from plastic stem £50-75

The box is scuffed around the corners, there is sellotape to the top, there is a torn price sticker over the age
advice
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624 Star Wars by Palitoy, a pair of One-Man Sail Skiff vehicles in Return of The Jedi tri logo boxes Spain 1983,
both boxed and with instructions £50-75

One is missing rear left rudder, 1 box is in very good condition with edge scuffing the other has been repaired
with sellotape

625 Star Wars, 3 vehicles MLC-3 by Kenner in Return of The Jedi box, ISP-6 by Kenner in Return of The Jedi box
and AST-5 by Palitoy in Return of The Jedi box, all are complete and with instructions £40-60

All boxes are scuffed with minor tears, the AST-5 has a large tear over Klaatu's face and sellotape to boxes,
MLC-3 Made in Hong Kong, ISP-6 and AST-5 Made in Macau

626 Star Wars, two vehicles from Return of The Jedi, a Speeder Bike vehicle by Palitoy, complete, boxed and with
instructions and an Ewok Compact Glider by Kenner, complete, boxed and with instructions together with an
Endor Forest Ranger vehicle, complete, in tri logo box and with instructions £60-80

Both boxes are taped and have scuffed edges, Ewok compact glider has Palitoy sticker to the front, the Endor
Forest Ranger box is in poor condition with sellotape and tears

627 Star Wars by Palitoy, Darth Vader's Star Destroyer Action play set in Empire Strikes Back box, complete, with
cardboard insert, original poster and instructions £60-80

The play set is complete including hologram retaining clip, decals appear to be all present and in good
conditions, the box edges are scuffed, the box is taped and has Hamley's 1.99 !!! price label to box, Vader's
chamber electronics do not appear to be working

628 Star Wars by Palitoy, a "Battle Dash Damaged" Imperial Tie Fighter vehicle in Return of The Jedi box with
instructions and original cardboard inserts £50-75

The box is scuffed and dented but overall in good condition, the Tie Fighter is complete though the decals are
lifting, the front light still works, the sound effects do not appear to work

629 Star Wars by Palitoy, an X Wing Fighter Vehicle with "Battle Damaged" look feature, in Return of The Jedi box,
still attached to the original card insert with instructions and used battle damaged decal sticker sheet ( France
1983 ) £100-150

The box is in good condition but has yellowing sellotape and stock stickers, the decal sheet is slightly curled
and the instruction manual has spotting, the cardboard insert has tears to the surface

630 Star Wars, a Rancor Monster figure with tri logo box, original cardboard inserts and poster £60-80

The figure is in excellent condition and working, box is in good condition, Made In England sticker to two sides
and creasing and sellotape to end flap

631 A Hornby O gauge clockwork M3 tank locomotive Southern E 126 in green together with track £30-50

632 Britains, Johillco lead figures of cowboys, horses, Indians and a stage coach £50-70

633 Corgi Toys, a James Bond Goldfinger Aston Martin DB5 in gold no.261, boxed with insert, unsealed secret
instructions and folded Corgi brochure, together with 1 unboxed playworn DB5 £120-150

634 Britains Racing Colours of Famous Owners,  Lord Derby no.237 £40-60

Paint loss to jockey and horse, box in poor condition, torn and stained

635 Circus figures by Charbens, Britains etc including 2 stilt walkers, 2 clowns, 1 unicyclist, 2 elephants, 3 seals, 1
penguin, 3 horses, lion, tiger, ballerina and a Britain proprietor £50-75

636 A Mamod S.R.1A steam roller, appears complete, boxed £40-50

Paint loss and rust throughout, the box in poor damaged condition

637 A Chad Valley Disneyland Give A Show projector boxed, together with 2 boxes of Disney candles, a set of
Disneyland dominoes and a soap figure of Lady and The Tramp in a Donald Duck Cusson's soap box £50-75

All boxes have wear to corners and surfaces, the projector is complete, all slides are present and both are
contained in their original card inserts, there is crayon marking to the yellow card insert
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638 Ace Trains, an O Gauge A4 Pacific locomotive and tender "Union of South Africa 60009, boxed ( photo centre
pages ) £500-600

The train is in excellent condition, boxed and with foam insert, cloth, leaflets and instructions

639 A dapple grey rocking horse, raised on a pine base 116cm h x 141cm w x 47cm d ( photo centre pages )
£100-200

639a Steiff, limited edition teddy bears - Alfonzo no.4850 of 5000, a British Collectors Club Bear 1906 replica
no.1594 of 3000, ditto 1911 no, 426 of 3000, all boxed and with certificates £60-80

639b Steiff, limited edition teddy bears - 1926 Replica Bear no.643 of 6000 (cellophane to box missing), Musical
Bear 1908 no.2518 of 6000 (cellophane missing to box), ditto 1907 Light Brown no. 3817 of 5000 (cellophane
to box damaged), Muzzled Bear 1908 no.1634 of 5000, all boxed and with certificates £60-90

639c Steiff, limited edition teddy bears - Barle Bear 35BB PB 35cm no.1870 of 6000 (cellophane to lid missing),
British Collectors Bear 1912 Replica no.1481 of 3000, (cellophane missing to lid), ditto 1907 Replica Bear
no.941 of 2000 (cellophane to box lid missing) £60-90

639d Steiff, limited edition teddy bears - Jackie Bear 17cm no.3393 of 12000 boxed (tear to cellophane lid) and with
certificate, Bear on Tricycle no.400704 boxed (cellophane damaged, no certificate) and Dicky 1930 White 25
no.1753 of 9000 boxed and with certificate, ditto Somersault Bear 1900 29cm no.4861 of 5000 boxed (damage
to cellophane) and with certificate £60-90

639e Steiff, limited edition Collectors Club teddy bear 1994/5,  Teddy Bear 1908 Blau 35 limited run, no.8965 boxed,
together with a Steiff Harrods limited edition Centenary Bear no.551 of 2000 boxed (box damp damaged) and
with certificate £60-80

639f Steiff, limited edition teddy bears - Snap-A-Part-Bear 1908 no.2271 of 5000 16cm boxed (cellophane to lid
damaged) and with certificate, Development of Our Trade Mark Bear no.1743 of 3000 12cm boxed, a
Merrythought limited edition Mister Whoppit no.918 of 5000 boxed and a Little Edward Bear boxed £40-60

639g Merrythought, limited edition teddy bears - The Stately Home Bear no.90 of 1000 boxed, Yes/No Teddy Bear
no.112 of 1500 boxed, 1930-1990 Diamond Jubilee Anniversary Bear, pad is signed, no.268, boxed (damaged
to box) and certificate, a Deans limited edition bear Jack no.456 of 2500 boxed and with certificate, an Edward
Bear boxed and a Drummer Bear automaton, together with a reproduction pressed metal sign Teddy Bear Toy
Company 36cm x 26cm £40-60

639h Four Steiff key chain bears - England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales 8cm together with a collection of miniature
bears £40-60

639j A 1998 Ty Beanie Bear to commemorate Diana Princess of Wales in purple with white rose 14", together with
a smaller 1997 ditto in perspex box £30-50

639k A Mamod steam Roadster model boxed £80-100

639l A wooden model motor launch 15cm x 66cm w x 15cm d and a wooden pond yacht 24cm x 54cm x 20cm
£40-60

639m A Mobo pressed metal walk along horse 77cm h x 70cm w x 22cm d £40-60

640 Steiff, 2 limited edition 1955 teddy bears nos. 1854 of 4000 and 3641 of 4000 together with a Steiff Teddy
Rose no. 1539 of 8000, all boxed £60-80

The cellophane to the Teddy Rose box is damaged

640a Steiff, limited edition teddy bear - Amelia Bear Paradise 32cm no.667, together with limited edition Willy Wonka
no. 161 of 5000, both boxed and with certificates £60-80

640b Steiff, limited edition teddy bear - Fantastic Mr Fox no. 331 of 1916, together with Royal Platinum Wedding
Bear no.357 of 1947, both boxed and with certificates £60-80
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640c Steiff, limited edition teddy bear - Enchanted Forest Deer no. 66 of 2000 22cm together with 1 other 
Enchanted Forest teddybear 30cm no.51 of 2000, both boxed and with certificates £60-80

640d Steiff, teddy bear - Classic Pooh Piglet, limited run of 5000, 18cm, together with  a limited edition Classic Pooh
Owl 27cm, both are boxed but there are no certificates £60-80

640e Steiff, limited edition teddy bear Bamboo The Lucky Steiff Bear no.273 of 2000 28cm, together with Saphir
Bear 25cm no. 208 of 2000, both boxed and with certificates £60-80

640f Steiff, a limited edition teddy bear Steiff Swarovski Bear Jewels for the year 2007 10cm no.167, together with 
Lladro Saxophone Player no. 804 of 1000, both boxed and with certificates £60-80

640g Steiff, a limited edition teddy bear Princess Diana no.887 of 997 30cm, together with a Danbury Mint Flying
Scotsman bear (not a limited edition), both boxed and with certificates £80-120

640h Steiff, limited edition teddy bear - Henry VIII 26cm no.460 (limited run period until 21st April 2010) with
certificate and 1 other  with ear tagged 011757 33cm, no certificate,  both bears are boxed £60-80

640j Steiff, limited edition teddy bear Heidi 2002 no.1284 of 1500, ditto Fahnenschwinger bear no.430 of 1500, both
complete with cloth bags and certificates and a 2004 Oktoberfest bear complete with bag but no certificate
£60-80

640k Steiff, teddy bear Armistice Bear 1918, 30cm boxed and with certificate together with a Koala Mint Baby ear
tag number 06076 32cm, boxed no certificate £60-80

640l Steiff, limited edition teddy bear Victor The Adventurer 34cm no.828 of 2001, together with Vienna Opera
28cm no.447 of 1500,  both with cloth bags and certificates and Ballerina run of 1500 complete with stand and
bag but no certificate £60-80

640m Steiff, A Disney Showcase Collection figure of Piglet ear tag no. 00266 with cloth bag 11", together with a ditto
Bambi ear tag no.01099 boxed, neither have certificates £60-80

640n Steiff, limited edition teddy bear English Teddy Bear 30cm no.2529 of 4000, ditto Golf Teddy Bear ear tag no.
01145 with golf club and bag of clubs, both with cloth bags but no certificates, Jeans Teddy Bear Blue 32cm
no.446 of 2000 with bag and certificate £80-100

640p Steiff, limited edition teddy bear Boo Bear (Little Devil) 27cm no.1127 of 1500, ditto Orion The Sea Bear
no.184 of 1500, both with bags and certificates and Besty Rose Bear 36cm no. 821 of 1776 £70-90

640q Steiff, limited edition musical teddy bear The Black Watch no.1038 of 2000, ditto Candle in The Wind no.1039
of 4000 32cm both with bags and certificates  and ditto Teddy Bear's Picnic no certificate £70-90

640r Steiff, limited edition teddy bear English Rose no.2434 of 5000 with bag and certificate, Rotary Centenary Bear
with bag but no certificate £40-50

640t Steiff, teddy bears - Father and Son Expedition Bear with book, 2008 edition Steiff Jill Bear no.185 26cm
boxed and with certificate and Jack The Rare Black Alpaca bear serial no.0678 boxed £60-80

640u Steiff, a collection of teddy bears to include limited edition Crystal Bear bag pendant no.1074 of 3500 11cm
boxed and with certificate, ditto Keyring Bear 10cm no.604 of 2000 with certificate and striped bag, Felt Bear
17cm no.269 of 2000 with certificate and striped bag, Lotte Bear contained in a small suitcase (no certificate),
Winnie the Pooh 19cm part boxed (no certificate), Paddington Bear 11cm boxed (no certificate), 2005 Stocking
and Bear (no certificate), Roly Poly Santa Bear 12cm no.206 of 5000 boxed and with certificate, all contained
in a red plastic box £80-120
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640v Steiff, a collection of 11 miniature metal figures of teddy bears 5cm with plush cases and wall mounting display
stand together with a limited edition  Steiff UK bear set 1999 - 2003 no.216 of 1847 with certificate and display
stand £40-60

640w Steiff, a collection of teddy bears - Red Bear ear tag no.03845 13cm, English Teddy Bear 19cm, Irish Teddy
Bear 19cm, Standing Bear Grishy 9cm, Dog Bernie 14cm, all unboxed and without certificates £50-75

640x Steiff, teddy Bears - Christmas Dromedary no certificate, Rupert Classic figure Badger, 2 Steiff pigs, ditto St
Bernard and a mythical winged beast no.355073, no boxes or certificates £50-75

640y Steiff, a collection of teddy bears -  Classic Black Bear 005985 44cm, walking bear Grizzly 069345 22cm,
Purple Bear for The Red Heart Society 671319 41cm, Panda 064258  and Teddy Bear 660177, no boxes or
certificates £60-80

640z Steiff, a Steiff Club 1993/4 teddy bear - Clown Bear serial no.4099 together with a ditto 1992/3 Bear, no
certificates, both contained in red boxes together with a Steiff Harrods limited edition musical bear no.897 of
2000 boxed (cellophane to lid missing) and with certificate £60-80

641 Of Vietnam War interest, a curious collection of 11 South Vietnamese dolls in military costume contained in a
presentation case 47cm h x 122cm w x 19cm d, accompanied by a letter from the Republic of Vietnam
Embassy dated 24th April 1975, addressed to a Major L F Wooler reading "Dear Leslie, I have been instructed
by our Government to confirm that you are now the owner of the 11 Vietnamese dolls, these as you know were
commissioned by our Late President Ngo Dinh Diem as a present for The United States President J.F.
Kennedy.   The dolls were never presented as both Presidents were assassinated within weeks of each other. 
Signed by Pham D. Lam Ambassador.  Together with Sotheby's catalogue dated 17th March 1981 showing
the catalogue entry and purchase price of 480 pounds ( photo centre pages ) £700-900

642 A collection of 5 Victorian and later dolls to include 2 paper mache 34cm l, 1 bisque Armand Marseille marked
AM Germany 351/3/OK 25cm l and a porcelain miniature doll 12cm l £150-180

643 A collection of 1970's and 1980's music badges, primarily The Jam and Blondie but also including Thin Lizzy,
The Stranglers, Roxy Music, Wings etc £30-40

644 A pair of Chinese cast metal bowls the bases with seal mark 4cm x 18cm £40-60

645 A brass door stop in the form of a foxes mask with whip handle, raised on an oval pine base 42cm x 11cm x
12cm £40-60

646 Merryweather & Sons, a pair of copper and brass fire hose nozzles 42cm x 15cm (one with slight dent) £40-60

647 A British Railways Midland hand signalling lamp together with a British Railways ditto (no filters), a 19th
Century arched metal coaching lamp marked C&S 20cm x 11cm x 9cm £40-60

648 An impressive 19th Century  faceted glass oil lamp reservoir with shade and chimney, contained in a pierced
polished brass wall mounting 79cm x 34cm, together with a later deflector formed form a Chinese brass bowl
£60-80

649 A Ministry of Supply patent pressed metal signalling lantern 42cm x 18cm x 12cm £40-60

650 A pair of Lucas no. 722 King of The Road motoring car lamps  30cm h x 23cm w x 16cm d £280-340

651 W E and F Newton Opticians, a 19th Century metal hand cranked instrument marked W E and F Newton
Opticians 3 Fleet Street, Temple Bar, London on a tripod base 27cm h x 16cm together with an associated
metal triform base 4cm x 14cm £30-50

652 A brass Pullman table lamp 28cm h x 14cm w (possible old repair to 2 of the legs) £50-75

653 A 19th Century French spelter figure of a standing classical lady raised on a socle base marked Diane Au Bain
44cm h and 1 other marked Baigneuse 44cm h £40-60

Both have signs of glue/plaster to the back and formerly used as table lamps
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654 Seahorse, a copper masthead lantern with copper plaque marked Seahorse GB 28cm x 26cm £50-75

Some chips to glass, some light dents, 1 of the guards is loose

655 A 19th Century carved wooden and gilt painted wall bracket supported by 2 cherubs  30cm h x 21cm w x 14cm
d £50-75

One cherub's finger is missing, signs of old but treated worm in places

656 A 19th Century native matchlock Jezail with 127cm barrel, ram rod, some rust in places £30-40

657 8 Eastern carved hardwood Batik stamps £80-120

658 Three pairs of Eastern gilt metal shoe shaped stirrups £80-120

659 A Second World War ARP Warden's helmet £40-60

660 A wooden hat block, the base marked 53 11cm h x 19cm w x 15cm d, 1 other with unmarked base on turned
wooden stand (split to stand), a fabric mannequin head 26cm x 16cm and a turned wooden hat stand 24cm
£50-75

661 An Empire style gilt candlestick in the form of a dolphin with purple cut lustres, raised on a square marble base
21cm h x 10cm w x 9cm d £40-60

The sconce is missing, there are chips to the base

662 A pair of 19th Century carved lime wood wall brackets in the form of cherubs 42cm x 30cm £240-280

One has damage to a wing and there are some light chips to high points

662a A brass model of a Hampden bomber 1939, raised on a socle base, 24cm, a brass model of a 4 engined
aircraft 23cm, a chrome model of a twin engined jet aircraft 20cm and an aluminium model of a twin engined
aircraft 24cm £50-75

662b A Victorian wrought iron gate 231cm x 109cm together with 1 other 140cm x 95cm £80-100

662d An unlabelled violin with 14cm 2 piece back, the bow marked R.Metzner complete with fibre carrying case
£40-60

662e A double sized pierced brass plaque decorated a rampant lion with leaf decoration 59cm x 30cm £50-70

The central panel has been glued in place

662f Hawthorn Enclosed Arc Lamp Western Electrical, an industrial style copper light fitting 52cm x 40cm £50-75

662g A ticket from the 1966 World Cup, Group 4 match between USSR and North Korea, held on Tuesday 12th July
1966 at Ayresome Park Middlesbrough, row 12, seat 44 (USSR 3, North Korea 0) £50-75

The ticket is in very good condition

662h A ticket from the 1966 World Cup, Group 4 match between North Korea and Chile, held on Friday 15th 1966 at
Ayresome Park Middlesbrough, row 12, seat 44 (North Korea 1, Chile 1) £50-75

The ticket is in very good condition

662j A stuffed and mounted crocodile 33cm and 1 other 10cm £50-75

662k A leather vanity case containing 7 cut glass jars with chrome collars etc (some scuffs to case), a leather case
with brass locks 14cm x 50cm x 33cm and Davis Zoo Piccadilly a leather case 11cm x 46cm x 28cm (stitching
to side is f) £40-60

662l A brace of stuffed and mounted Partridge 29cm £40-60

662m A gilt metal oil lamp reservoir with opaque glass shade and chimney and embossed brass base 62cm h x
16cm £40-60

662n A brass model of a pit head with collier and truck, raised on a wooden base 26cm x 33cm w x 12cm £40-50

662p A curious Eastern rectangular plaque set numerous round pegs 15cm x 58cm x 44cm (1 a/f) £50-75

662q A Victorian blue glass oil lamp reservoir raised on a pierced iron base with opaque glass shade and chimney
58cm x 17cm £40-60
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662r A Victorian oak and metal mounted double inkwell fitted 2 square cut inkwells (chips to bases) with pen rest
and drawer to base 7cm x 26cm x 16cm £40-60

663 An ambulance set first aid kit contained in a black metal box with hinged lid and contents, an ARP first aid kit
with contents, a Regalo first aid kit and contents, an empty Armoured Fighting vehicles first aid tin and other
empty first aid tins £50-75

664 Two circular brass bulk head lights with opaque glass shades marked 5004 230V 24cm £50-75

665 A S.T.C Ltd ( Standard Telephone Cables ) lip mike and 2 radio microphones £50-75

666 An American World War Two Louisville cap with cap badge (strap f), a French cap (no strap), Royal Naval
Officer's cap, a Royal Air Force Officer's cap (all slightly stained) £40-60

667 A collection 6 vintage light bulbs mounted on a wooden base £50-75

668 David Veasey for Liberty & Co, a Tudric pewter twin handled vase, the base marked 010, 20cm x 10cm
£150-200

The mouth is slightly misshapen and has peeling in places

669 Two 19th Century cylindrical copper jelly moulds 6cm x 8cm and 7cm x 10cm £30-40

670 A 19th Century carved oak plaque in the form of a cherubs head 23cm x 18cm £40-50

There is a crack to the face, small section of timber missing to the left hand edge

671 Sesviel a compass contained in a gilt metal binnacle 24cm x 26cm x 20cm £40-50

672 A curious rectangular Eastern bronze box with pierced grilled top and swing handle 14cm x 24cm x 22cm
(some dents) £60-80

673 An Indian bronze hanging oil lamp in the form of a peacock 18cm x 12cm and 1 other £50-75

674 A pair of 19th Century iron sugar cutters with brass column raised on a rectangular mahogany base 15cm h x
29cm w x 10cm d £40-60

675 An Eastern red lacquered oval shaped jar and cover 39cm h x 22cm w x 20cm d together with 2 rectangular
Chinese carved and gilt painted pierced hardwood plaques decorated birds 22cm x 16cm £50-75

Slight chips in places

676 Two Eastern wooden and metal mounted triangular shaped stirrups 21cm x 23cm x 15cm and a ditto wooden
and metal arch shaped pair 11cm x 23cm x 12cm £80-120

There are signs of old but treated worm in places

677 A 19th Century turned beech hat/wig stand with bobbin turned decoration raised on a triform base 51cm x
18cm, together with a mannequin head on wooden stand £50-75

Contact marks in places to the wig stand

678 A carved wooden figure of a standing "Pikeman" with pike 53cm h x 20cm w x 12cm d £50-75

Damage to hat and pike

679 Three Marconiphone portable radios £40-60

680 A 19th Century gilt metal match striker in the form of a standing boy with shell raised on a pink veined marble
base 17cm h x 10cm w x 10cm d £40-60

682 A Chinese hardstone model of a plant contained in a hexagonal cloisonne enamelled base 48cm h x 21cm d
£240-280

 Two of the leaves are damaged, some of the flower petals are missing and some have minor chips. The
cloisonne is in good condition

683 Two gilt metal marble effect table lamps supported by cherubs on circular bases 38cm h £50-75

The cherubs tridents are possible replacements

684 A Tudric planished pewter bullet shaped hot water jug, the base marked 1 Tudric Pewter 01455 16cm x 8cm
together with a circular embossed Keswick copper dish, base marked RSEA 24cm (contact marks) £30-40
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685 Of aviation interest, Hercules Engines, a trench art style ashtray formed from a piston with brass plaque
marked Hercules Engines Rover No.2 Shadow Factory 1940-1945, raised on a turned base 9cm h x 24cm
diam. £70-100

686 Two wooden cigar presses 55cm x 21cm £40-60

687 Four brass and glass rectangular bulk head lamps, the glass shades marked Elba 14cm h x 21cm w x 13cm d
£50-75

688 A pair of size 9 Regent black leather riding boots, complete with beech boot trees £50-75

689 W Watson and Sons, a "Kima" single pillar microscope in a light oak carrying case £30-50

690 A copper bowl raised on an iron adjustable stand 88cm h x 38cm w x 46cm d £40-60

691 Three 19th/20th Century bronze wall/insurance plaques in the form of Bishops mitres, 1 with motto, 29cm h x
27cm £60-80

692 Manton of London, a 19th Century box lock percussion pistol with 8cm barrel, having Birmingham proof marks
£80-120

There is light rust in places, all working parts move except for the barrel

693 Archibald Knox for Liberty & Co., a Tudric pewter bowl with pierced decoration, the base marked Tudric 0535
7cm x 25cm x 16cm d £60-80

694 Two miniature 19th Century stitch work panels of 18th Century lady farmers 8cm x 4cm £40-60

695 A Victorian turned olive wood needlework clamp 8cm together with a turned mahogany 3 tier cotton reel stand
28cm £100-140

There is a chip to the base of the bowl on the top

695a China in 3 albums from 1884 used stamps, later Peoples Republic mint and used stamps, Taiwan mint and
used from 1945 - modern including some miniature sheets ( photo centre pages ) £800-1200

695b British Commonwealth album, Omnibus mint issues, many unmounted with 1935 Silver Jubilee stamp, 1937
Coronation, 1948 Silver Wedding and later issue £300-500

695c India in album mint and used stamps from 1854 imperforates used, George V to 25 rupees used, George V1
15 rupees and 25 rupees used, 1948 Gandhi mint set - 10 rupees and used set in special folder £300-500

695d Iran and Iraq in 4 albums mint and used stamps with Iraq from 1918 mint sets, 1923 10 rupee, 1932 1 dinar,
plus album leaves £700-900

695e Middle East stamps in 6 albums, mint and used, Algeria, Andorra, Bahrain, Dubai, Kuwait India overprints, GB
overprints, Libya, Oman, Palestine £300-500

695f Seven stock books of American mint and used stamps, a Legends of the West album, 3 albums of American
first day covers and a Scott 1997 specialised catalogue of US stamps £40-60

Additional images added.

695g A collection of GB Elizabeth II presentation stamps £50-75

695h A Swift True album of used stamps - GB, Germany, France, etc, green album of Elizabeth II first day covers
and a small collection of coins £30-50

695j Two albums of GB and German first day cover stamped envelopes £40-60

695k Sixteen various GB 2012 Olympic Games first day covers and a small collection of presentation stamps in a
green box file £30-40

695l Approximately 190 GB presentation stamps and first day covers contained in 8 albums £70-90

695m Approximately 300 sets of Elizabeth II GB presentation stamps contained in 6 albums and some loose,
contained in a blue plastic box £100-150

695n A good collection of GB first day covers contained in 9 albums within a blue plastic box £70-90
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695p A Nelson album of GB and World used stamps - Canada, India, a Marvel Illustrated stamp album of world
stamps - USA, GB, Germany, 2 stock books of Elizabeth II mint and used stamps and a small collection of
stamps on paper £30-50

695q A quantity of 1930's and later black and white and coloured postcards £30-40

695r A collection of cigarette cards including Players, Wills etc £40-50

695s Approximately 100 Gran'Pop cards £40-60

695t Worshipful Company of Playing Card Manufacturers, a double set of 1953/1954 Royal Commonwealth Tour
cards, boxed (2 slight cracks to the side of the box) £40-50

695u A Second World War American Army stationery set, 2 American Army phrase books - German and French, a
British/French phrase book etc £40-60

695v A Victorian leather bound photograph album, containing approximately 60 black and white photographs £40-50

695w Four albums of 1930's black and white postcards and a Lakeland postcard album £30-50

695x 648 19th/20th Century fabric samples contained in a leatherette bound volume £50-75

695y A First World War cloth panel/handkerchief decorated a lady in khaki 30cm, a silk handkerchief decorated map
of Belgium and France (holed) and a fabric panel decorated the lyrics and music to a Long Way to Tipperary
£40-60

695z A metal deed box containing various ephemeral of Admiral Clifford Caslon including ships diaries etc £50-75

696 An Art Nouveau copper and brass inkwell, the base with pen tray and associated ceramic inkwell 12cm x 17cm
x 9cm, an Art Nouveau style cast brass inkwell with associated glass inkwell (f) £40-50

697 W M Erva, an 18th/19th Century stained glass panel of an owl, the base marked W M Erva 43cm x 25cm (
photo centre pages ) £80-120

Two cracks to the central panel

698 A lady's Victorian parasol with brown silk canopy (some tears) £40-50

699 A BACR enamelled radiator badge no. GL2479 (damage to enamel), a Surrey Regt. radiator badge, 7 others
and an Ideal cork puller £40-60

700 A 1930's circular light oak perpetual day/date calendar 31cm £50-75

701 A rare 1820 copper box medal by J G Hancock, the lid embossed with garter collar and Chronology of The
Sovereigns of England, the reverse embossed a portrait of George IV and marked His Royal Highness George
Prince Regent, containing 13 of 17 card discs of Kings and Queens, 46mm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

The box and contents are in very good condition

702 An early 20th Century Buddha Sutra book with gilt tang inscriptions, the title page with Uryu dragons, the last
page enlightened Buddha mounted in pale gold jacquard fabric with white jadeite panels £150-200

703 Jumell Duchesse, a pair of 19th Century opera glasses in an embossed metal case decorated birds £40-60

There are dents to the end pieces and throughout

704 A stuffed and mounted fish, a Pike in a naturalistic bow front case labelled Pike caught by J Harris January
11th 1905, weight 20lbs, 49cm h x 118cm w x 23cm d ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

704a Brunhoff Jean de, a collection of 7 1930/40's Babar books to include  "The Story of Babar" 1934, "Babar The
King" 1936, "Babar's Friend Zephir" 1937, "Babar at Home" 1938, "Babar and That Rascal Arthur" 1948,
"Babar's Travels" 1935, "Babar and Father Christmas" 1940 £80-120

704b Priestley J B, "Delight" first edition William Heinemann Ltd 1949  8vo. £50-75
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704c Garnett T, "Observations on a Tour Through The Highlands and The Western Isles of Scotland, particularly
Staffa and Icolmkill, to which are added a description of the falls of the Clyde of the country round Moffatt and
an analysis of its mineral waters", in 2 volumes, first edition London 1800, folding map is present though taped,
both quarter bound in calf gilt with marbled boards and paste down £50-75

There is spotting and toning throughout

704d Shakespeare William, "The Temple Shakespeare" 40 volumes London J M Dent, 4th edition 1895, bound in
red cloth with gilt spines in fitted mahogany 3 tier bookcase, 49cm h x 21cm w x 11cm d £50-75

All gilt on spines is rubbed, some tears to spines, some tears to pages

704e Thackeray William, 13 volumes "Thackeray's Works", London John Murray 1913, leather 3/4 bound with cloth
boards and gilt spines, marbled paste down and end papers £30-50

704f Dickens Charles, "Dickens Works" in 14 volumes London Chapman & Hall, 3/4 bound in Morocco with marble
boards and gilt spines, 8vo. , circa 1890's £80-100

704g Milne A A, "Winnie the Pooh" 17th edition, "The House at Pooh Corner" 8th edition, "When We Were Very
Young" second edition and "Now We Are Six" first edition, all Methuen & Co Ltd 8vo., together with Lewis
Carol "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland & Through The Looking Glass", Clowes 1933 £50-75

704h Dickens Charles, 14 volumes of "The Illustrated Crown Editions" Chapman 1895, quarter bound, leather and
Morocco boards, gilt spines £30-40

Some of the books are in very poor condition, spines detaching and deteriorating

704j A typed compliment letter from Rudyard Kipling with enclosed signature dated December 1935, together with
signed compliment card from Sir John Betjeman £40-60

704k A collection of autographs to include Rex Harrison, Vivienne Lee, Brian Donley, Gracie Fields etc £30-40

704l An album of signed, personal, autopen (and printed) and unsigned publicity photos to include Stewart Granger,
Gregory Peck, Esther Williams, Ann Todd, James Mason, Jennifer Jones, June Allyson, Bob Walker, Michael
Rennie, Anne Crawford, Jean Kent, John Loser, Gene Kelly, Johnny Garfield, Phyllis Calvert, Dennis Price,
Lana Turner, Shirley Temple, Robert Newton, Humphrey Bogart, Errol Flynn, John Drake, Dennis Morgan,
Robert Young, Lesley Brook, Ann Blyth £50-75

704m A collection of military volumes to include Sir Alfred Knox "With The Russian Army", 1921 first edition 2
volumes, Sir George Arthur "The Life of Lord Kitchener" 3 volumes, Major-General Sir C.E. Callwell "Stray
Recollections" volumes 1 and 2, Charles Omar "A History of The Art of War in The Middle Ages" 2 volumes,
Grey of Fallodon "Twenty Five Years" 2 volumes 1892 to 1916 together with  "Naval and Military Dispatches"
volume 3, Sir J Rennell Rodd "Social and Diplomatic Memories" 2 volumes 1884 to 1901 £40-60

This set has been stored in an unsealed attic for many years, the volumes are therefore showing
commensurate signs of discolouration

705 Boker Solingen Germany a twin bladed folding pocket knife blade marked Treebrand 10cm with polished grip,
a Vanadime folding pocket knife the polished grip marked Bear Creek 8cm, a Puma ditto blade marked Four
Star Mini with horn grip 7cm £40-60

706 Saynor - two folding budding knives the 5cm blades marked W Saynor Ltd Sheffield Ltd England Depend with
horn grips and 1 other Saynor folding knife with 5cm blade marked Depend and with horn grip £80-100

707 A hoof pick with stainless steel blade and horn grip 10cm and a folding advertising knife the grip marked British
Deodoriser Company £40-60

707a CIX Lockwood Brothers Sheffield, a twin bladed folding pocket knife, the 6cm blade marked Real Knife Pampa
CIX Lockwood Brothers Sheffield,  with polished horn grip 9cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
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708 W M Hutchinson a folding knife and fork with crows foot mark to the blade, John Watts a folding knife and fork,
W Mortot ditto, an unmarked folding knife, fork, spoon and tin opener, J B Holland a twin bladed folding knife
with spike and corkscrew, together with a knife, fork and corkscrew the grip marked Zimmerman £40-60

709 Rogers Sheffield a folding knife with 5cm blade and horn grip, Ibberson a folding twin bladed knife with 5cm
blade and stag horn grip (damage to end of grip), I Witness a twin bladed folding pocket knife with 5cm blade,
Comanche Club a 3 bladed folding pocket knife with 7cm blade, Broker a twin bladed folding pocket knife with
4cm blade and stag horn handle and 3 other unmarked folding pocket knives all with stag horn handles £50-75

710 Two miniature pocket knives with 2cm blades, folding pocket knife with 2.5cm blade and mother of pearl grip,
twin bladed pocket knife with 3cm blade, mother of pearl grip, pocket knife with 4cm blade and wooden grip, an
Eastern folding pocket knife with polished grip marked Corse and an Easter dagger £40-60

711 William Rogers a twin bladed folding pocket knife with 3cm blades, a Butler twin bladed folding pocket knife
with 3cm blades and mother of pearl grip, a twin bladed folding pocket knife the 4cm blade decorated 2
chickens and with mother of pearl grip, an unmarked twin bladed folding pocket knife with 6cm blades, mother
of pearl grip, a M Eliott & Sons twin bladed folding pocket knife with 4cm blade and mother of pearl grip and 1
other with simulated mother of pearl grip £50-75

712 W H Morsley & Sons a 2 bladed folding pocket knife with file 6cm, I Elli & Sons a twin bladed folding pocket
knife 7cm, Rodgers Cutlers a twin bladed folding pocket knife 6cm, William Rodgers twin bladed folding pocket
knife 6cm, John Watts Sheffield a twin bladed folding pocket knife 6cm and an unmarked twin bladed folding
pocket knife 6cm, all with mother of pearl grips £50-75

713 A Redolian Japanese 4 bladed smokers pocket knife with wooden grip, Lewis a twin bladed folding pocket
knife with mother of pearl 6cm (grip damaged), Thackery Leeds a twin bladed folding scalpel 9cm, John Watts
of Sheffield 2 folding knives - 1 with grip marked Ernest Bennett Saw Makers and 5 other folding knives £50-75

714 Aug Muller a 2 bladed folding pocket knife with nail file and polished stag horn grip 8cm, Panther JR a
Japanese folding pocket knife with 7cm blade and polished grip, Mercator a folding pocket knife the grip
marked K55K 11cm, MMEN folding pocket knife with polished wooden grip 7cm and 2 unmarked folding
pocket knives £50-75

715 Four folding "budding" type knives the blades marked I.X.L George  The Burbank, together with  2  marked
The Curtis and 1 other the body marked Premier, all with horn butts £80-120

716 William Rodgers a twin bladed folding pocket knife with stag grip 7cm, Eye Witness folding pocket knife with
simulated ivory handle, ditto Butler, 2 unmarked twin bladed pocket knives with simulated ivory grips, 3 single
bladed fruit knives with simulated ivory grips £40-60

717 J Martlum Finland a skinning knife with 10cm blade marked M Cutting complete with leather scabbard (small
nicks to the blade, an unmarked skinning knife with 12cm blade and leather scabbard and 1 other with a 9cm
blade £120-150

718 Imperial Stainless an American twin bladed pocket knife with stripy grip 7cm, E K A Sweden a twin bladed
pocket knife with decorative grip 5cm, Boker an American 3 bladed pocket knife with stag horn grip (blade
slightly rusted) 6cm (grip damaged), Schrade an American singled plated pocket knife with simulated horn grip
marked Old Timer and 1 other marked Fire Fighter Toothpick with polished wooden grip 7cm £50-75

719 Humphreys a twin bladed folding pocket knife with nail file 7cm and 4 twin handled pocket knives, 2 single
bladed pocket knives all with mother of pearl handles and a multi bladed folding pocket knife with spike and
simulated mother of pearl handle £40-50

720 Arnold & Sons London, a budding type knife with 4 cm blade, a Guinness advertising twin bladed knife
complete with bottle opener 4cm, Thomas Turner & Co a twin bladed pocket knife the grip marked Barnardo
Helpers League Founders Service award and 5 other pocket knives £50-75
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721 C Julherbertz a 3 bladed pocket knife with corkscrew and stag horn grip 10cm and 3 French multi bladed
pocket knives the blades marked ME with stag horn grips £50-75

722 J B & Son a double bladed folding pocket knife with corkscrew and pick and 4cm mother of pearl grip, 1 other
double bladed with button hook, cork screw and spike, a Continental multi bladed knife with mother of pearl
effect grip, a Laguiloe French folding single bladed knife with horn grip and a multi bladed knife with simulated
horn grip £40-60

723 An Eye Witness  twin bladed pocket knife with horn grip 7cm, a  a Laguiloe French knife with horn grip, and a
Coast American 3 bladed pocket knife with chequered grip £50-75

724 H C Fritz a 3 bladed pocket knife with horn grip 8cm, Camillus a 4 bladed pocket knife with horn grip 8cm, 
George Wostenholm a twin bladed pocket knife with horn grip 7cm, and 3 others Harris Brothers, Howson and
Johnson (6) £50-75

725 Winchester a twin handled pocket knife the blade marked 2005 with polished horn grip 7cm, Schrade New
York a twin bladed pocket knife blade marked 330T with grip marked Old Timer, Gerber Fiskars a multi tool
pocket knife and 1 other with unmarked blade and green veined grip £40-60

726 Inox a twin bladed pocket knife the grip embossed a vintage car, Paul A Henckels Inox a novelty pocket knife
in the for of a key marked Polar-Mohr Hofhein/TS, a folding pocket knife the blade marked Lamp Post Knife
with wooden grip, Richards 2 pocket knives with gilt metal grips inset farthings and a pair of folding steel
scissors £50-75

727 I.X.L Westenholm a twin bladed pocket knife with marble effect grip, Scotia a twin bladed pocket knife with
tortoiseshell effect grip, an R Avi pocket knife with horn grip and 2 unmarked ditto £50-75

728 Hitchmough a hunting knife with 9cm blade, horn grip and leather scabbard together with an RR Middleton
hunting knife with 8 cm blade, horn grip, leather scabbard £80-120

729 Winchester a folding pocket knife with polished steel and wooden grip 9cm, ditto double bladed pocket knife
with wooden grip 9cm and an Ancient Warrior a pocket knife with polished steel and wooden grip 13cm £70-90

730 Abraham Brooksban a multi bladed jack knife, Spyderco a folding pocket knife, Rostfrei a multi bladed pocket
knife, Aitor a multi bladed pocket knife and a paper knife with horn handle, leather scabbard £40-60

731 William Rogers a double bladed pocket knife, together with 4 others and a multi bladed pocket knife with nail
file, all with simulated ivory grips £40-60

732 Harrison Brothers a multi bladed pocket knife, Sesima a double bladed pocket knife and 1 other unmarked
£40-60

733 John Watts a waiters friend pocket knife, 3 double bladed pocket knives -  Wilkinson Sword  and Owltic one
blade decorated a violin, 2 multi bladed pocket knives Venure and A J Henckels, 1 other marked EKA Sweden
and 3 other pocket knives £50-75

734 Victorinox a Swiss Army knife with black grip marked Flo-Eda and 1 other with red grip 6cm, an unmarked
multi bladed pocket knife, ditto twin bladed and ditto single bladed £40-60

735 Puma a pocket knife the blade marked 715 the butt marked 24972 with 10cm grip, 1 other the blade marked
Fourstar Mini P220700S1 104/RC with horn grip £50-75

736 Six various Victorinox Swiss Army pocket knives with red grips (some showing signs of wear to the grips)
£70-90

737 Ibberson a twin bladed pocket knife with mother of pearl grip (chip to grip), Kaicut pocket knife the grip in the
form of a shot gun cartridge, a miniature Bowie knife with 7cm blade and leather scabbard, an unmarked multi
bladed knife with leather case, 3 unmarked multi bladed knives, a smokers 2 bladed knife £40-60
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738 A Bowie knife with 13cm blade and horn grip, 1 other the blade marked Solingen 9cm complete with leather
scabbard £40-60

739 Victorinox a multi bladed Swiss Army penknife the red grip marked Michael complete with leather carrying
case and 1 other the grip set a watch (light rust in parts) with leather case £50-75

740 Spyderco a folding knife the blade marked Mariner, Victorinox a Swiss 4 bladed Army knife the grip marked
KL83 and 2 folding knives £40-60

741 Rodgers a twin bladed pruning knife, a Gerson and Co pocket knife, a Rostford pocket knife, a budding knife
the blade marked C.K and a French multi bladed folding knife the blade marked MP all with simulated ivory
grips £40-60

742 A Wright & Sons a pruning knife with wooden grip (blade is worn and loose), Robinson a pruning knife with
stag horn grip (blade has contact marks and has been sharpened), Laguiole a multi bladed pocket knife with
polished horn grip, Inox a multi bladed folding knife with wooden grip and 1 other unmarked £60-80

743 An Acme Thunderer and Acme City double whistle, a horn whistle and 2 other whistles £40-60

744 A Hitchmough hunting knife with 12cm blade and stag horn grip together with a J Crookes & Sons hunting
knife with 10cm blade and leather scabbard £100-150

745 Fiskars a skinning knife with 12cm blade and leather scabbard together with a hatchet with oak shaft and
leather sheath £80-120

746 Richards a 4 bladed pocket knife, 3 Veritable Issarinox multi bladed folding knives, a French multi bladed
pocket knife the blade marked M, an unmarked ditto and a Virginia Inox knife, all with stag horn grips £100-150

747 Whitby Knives "The Genuine British Army Knife" jack knife, a Currey Lockspike "Commodore" jack knife, a
ditto "Boson", a military issue jack knife with broad crows foot marked SSP 1945 and 1 other £50-75

748 Four unmarked folding pocket knives 5cm, a Walker & Co a twin bladed pocket knife and 2 others unmarked,
all with simulated ivory handles £40-50

749 A skinning knife with 14cm blade, a Brand 69 model 1910 skinning knife with leather scabbard, an Opinel
folding knife, an unmarked ditto and 1 other skinning knife with horn grip £80-100

750 A Bonsa German First World War multi pocket tool kit with 10 attachments and leather pouch, the reverse
marked Bonsa DRGM, Deutsches Reich Gebrauchsmuster, together with 1 other with 4 attachments £80-100

751 Dreizack for Asprey, a 7 piece hand tool kit together with pliers and tape measure contained in a red leather
case £80-120

752 A knife with 10cm blade, stag horn grip and leather scabbard together with a Continental dagger with 12cm
blade, horn grip and leather scabbard £50-75

753 A Kukri with horn grip the embossed white metal and leather scabbard marked 6 (6th Gurkha's ?) together with
1 other Kukri with wooden grip and leather scabbard £80-100

754 An Indian Katar (push) dagger with 22cm blade (some corrosion) £100-150

755 An Indian Katar (push) dagger with 22cm  blade (some corrosion) £80-100

756 Martini Henri a 147 calibre carbide (which has been nativised with white metal banding) £150-200

Some rust, the barrel has been stopped and is obsolete

757 A Lee Mitford bayonet complete with scabbard £100-140

758 A 19th Century percussion pocket pistol with 8 cm octagonal barrel and walnut grip £80-120
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759 An unusual .36 calibre percussion revolver in the style of a Colt 1851 London Navy, serial no.7, most likely a
Belgian Brevet, with blued 7 1/2" octagonal barrel, plain cylinder with Birmingham proofs and traces of colour
hardening, blued open iron frame with dome headed screws and large capping cut-out, blued iron grip-straps
and trigger-guard, having a chequered walnut grip with radiused heel (possibly reprofiled), numbered only on
cylinder and wedge, complete with leather holster, proof marks for Liege ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

The action is at fault, other working parts are running smoothly, pitting in places and light rust to the chamber

760 J Richards of London, an 18th Century flintlock screw-off cannon barrel pistol with 6cm cannon barrel having
London proof marks and with walnut inlaid silver grip £150-200

761 A novelty bronze paperweight in the form of a revolver, the chamber inscribed  "The Scareall"  16cm £40-50

763 A brass military style prismatic compass £50-75

764 A collection of 6 miniature compasses £50-75

765 A Wilkinson Ormskirk 18th Century brass sovereign scales contained in a mahogany folding case (no weights)
£60-80

766 S Mordan and Co, a military issue prismatic compass, the base marked 33 1917 and with crows foot £40-60

767 Two Second World War Escape and Evasion compasses £80-100

768 Four miniature compasses £40-50

769 A pair of 18th/19th Century steel and glass gold scales with 6 weights contained in an oak box with hinged lid
£40-50

770 A pair of Eastern shackle bracelets together with a Chinese square metal box the lid with script decoration 3cm
x 7cm x 7cm £40-50

771 A military issue prismatic compass the base marked G.E.C. no. B 138618 and 3 other compasses £50-75

772 A pair of Japanese cloisonne enamelled trinket boxes in the form of seated ducks 7cm x 6cm x 4cm £40-50

773 A Japanese black and blue ground cloisonne enamelled bowl decorated a dragon 19cm £30-40

774 A 19th Century oval magnifying glass in a tortoiseshell frame 9cm, a quizzing glass with mother of pearl mount
(f), a pair of lorgnettes in a tortoiseshell case and a collection of spectacles etc £50-75

775 A 16th Century Crotal  bronze bell, cast Tudor roses 8cm £70-90

776 An oval planished metal spectacle case containing a pair of pince nez, a 19th Century rectangular black
lacquered chinoiserie style case and a tortoiseshell effect and polished steel double spectacle case £40-60

777 A 3 draw brass and leather telescope marked TTEL.Sig.Mk VI BC Limited & Co 412 40.S.717.GA with broad
arrow together with a spare lens £60-80

778 An Eastern Jambiya dagger  with 14cm engraved blade and mother of pearl inlaid grip £40-60

779 A Third Reich Army officer's sword with 82cm plain and unmarked blade, contained in a black metal scabbard
£100-150

Very slight dent half way down the scabbard, rusty in places

780 An 1860 Italian heavy cavalry sword by A & E Holler Solingen Germany, the plain blade marked A & E H,
complete with scabbard ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

There is light rust to the scabbard

781 An Edwardian shillelagh with white metal plaque marked GW to RJ May 1904 68cm £50-75

782 Brades, a military issue ice axe with crows foot mark, dated 1943 83cm x 29cm £50-75

Light rust in places

783 A 19th Century  artillery style sword with 60cm curved blade and gilt grip, contained a leather scabbard
£100-140

Scabbard is dry and showing signs of cracking, some rust to the blade
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784 Three bottles of 1985 Croft Vintage Port £60-90

785 Three bottles of 1980 Kopke vintage port £120-150

786 Two bottles of 1983 Kopke vintage port £90-120

787 Two bottles of 1983 Kopke vintage port £90-120

788 Two bottles of 1983 Kopke vintage port £90-120

789 Two bottles of 1985  Dalva vintage port £60-80

790 Two bottles of 1985 Dalva vintage port £60-80

791 Two bottles of 1985 Dalva vintage port £60-80

792 Three bottles of 1974 Chateau Centenac Brown, Cru Classe Margaux red wine £300-400

Two labels are loose and damaged

793 Two bottles of 1964 Chateau Croizet Bages Pauillac Grand Cru Classe red wine £180-220

The wine is to the shoulder on both bottles

794 A bottle of 2004 Chateau Lascombes Margaux red wine £40-60

795 A bottle of 1973 Chateau Norton Grand Vin de Margaux, a bottle of 1973 Chateau Le Bacass Grand Vin de
Pauillac red wine (label loose), a bottle of 1974 Chateau Lafon Roche red wine and a bottle of 1974 Chateau
Santenay red wine (label damaged) £40-60

796 A child's  Second World War Mickey Mouse gas mask (some perishing to the rubber), a WWII Civil Defence
gas mask and a ditto service respirator £50-75

797 A pair of 1930's spiral floral patterned lacquered candlesticks raised on circular bases, converted to table
lamps 51cm h £50-75

One has an old repair to the spiral turning

798 An Eastern cylindrical turned hardstone jar and cover 17cm x 6cm and 7 various Eastern turned wooden
trinket boxes with hinged lids £50-75

799 A metal candlestick telephone the base marked F.B.R 59/1 £40-60

800 A Chinese style twin handled metal ice bucket with insulated lining 23cm x 32cm £40-60
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 John Neale, oil on board signed, "The Discovery at Her Moorings on The Thames" 34cm x 44cm £50-75

802 G C Hindley, oil on board, figures on a bridge, "A Good Appointment" inscribed War Fund 1900 24cm x 34cm,
labels on verso £50-75

803 Geoffrey Sparrow (1887-1969), watercolour, study of a Terrier on a golf course "Joe" with script and golfing
vignette 22cm x 29cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

804 A 19th Century  watercolour, naive study of a soldier 30cm x 22cm £50-75

This picture is faded and there is a tear to the top left corner

805 A 19th Century  oval oil on canvas, portrait of a lady 32cm x 25cm £50-75

806 A 19th Century  oval oil on canvas, study of a soldier 22cm x 20cm £50-75

There is some staining to the canvas

807 A C Douglas-Hamilton, June '91 Paris, oil on canvas, study of a young lady, signed and inscribed 64cm x
46cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

808 Burden, oil on board, river scene at sunset 49cm x 69cm £50-75

809 Stuart Lloyd 1906 (1845-1929) pair of watercolours, riverscape and country lane 9cm x 20cm £50-75

810 **L E Kemp-Welch (1869-1958) A Victorian oil on canvas, signed and dated 1894, study of a young lady, 90cm
x 75cm  **Please note - Artist's Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot £100-150

There is extensive staining and crackling to the entire canvas

811 **L E Kemp-Welch (1869-1958), Victorian oil on canvas, signed and dated 1893, study of a seated gentleman
60cm x 49cm **Please note - Artist's Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot £200-300

812 A 19th Century oil on canvas, portrait of an elderly gentleman 20cm x 16cm, ditto of a young gentleman 21cm
x 16cm £50-75

The second portrait is crackled

813 FGG, 19th Century  watercolour, monogrammed and dated 1877, study of an interior scene with a young girl
and lobster pot maker 44cm x 62cm £60-80

814 A Second World War diagram of a A-4 Long-Range rocket, dated 44 49cm x 75cm £40-60

This print is extensively faded and damp damaged

815 Les White Dec.18, oil on panel, study of a seated lady in a sunset poppy field landscape with birds and flowers
60cm x 121cm £60-80

816 Nick Grant '95, watercolour, Edwardian figures on Brighton Beach 23cm x 68cm £50-75

817 Hilda Hechle (1886-1939), watercolour signed and dated 1917, portrait of a bride 38cm x 29cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

818 Early 19th Century sampler with verse, baskets of fruit and trees by Harriet Anne Kidd aged 8 years 30cm x
27cm £100-150

819 Jack Carter 1980 (1912-1992), watercolour signed and dated, still life study of flowers 29cm x 38cm £50-75

820 Jan Simon Nikker I (1889-1957) oil on canvas, riverscape with fisherman 29cm x 39cm £50-75
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821 Frederick Jacques Sang (1846-1931), oils on board a pair, study of cattle and a country landscape, signed
14cm x 22cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

822 Jan Simon Nikker I (1889-1957), oil on canvas, riverscape with distant church and boats 39cm x 59cm £50-75

823 Hans Steiner, watercolour signed, alpine view, 35cm x 49cm £50-75

824 Hans Steiner, watercolour signed, alpine study with fiord 30cm x 48cm £50-75

825 Hans Steiner, watercolour signed, mountainous alpine view 39cm x 54cm £50-75

826 Hans Steiner, watercolour signed, alpine view with chalet in the foreground 24cm x 37cm £50-75

827 John Young, limited edition print, "Dover Patrol" signed pencil and numbered 232/850 44cm x 63cm £50-75

828 Graham Clark born 1941, a set of 4  limited edition prints signed in pencil, "French Restaurant A La Carte" no.
354/400 signed and "French Grocers Voila" no. 354/400 16cm x 20cm, "French Bar Plat du Jour" no.354/400
and "Boulangerie Bon Appetite" no. 354/400 16cm x 19cm £150-170

829 A 19th Century sampler with alphabet, vases of flowers, trees, birds and dogs by Anne Skellorn 1844,
contained in a floral border 44cm x 26cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

829a Two Victorian wool work samplers with alphabet and numbers by A M Eadon 1879 and L E Eadon 1874 and 1
other by M D Eadon, all unframed 35cm x 26cm £80-100

830 Advertising, oil on board, radio advertisement "Lissen" 152cm x 102cm £100-150

There is extensive staining and some scratches to this lot

831 Mid-century poster "Keep Britain Tidy" prepared for The Ministry of Housing and Local Government by Central
Office of Information 74cm x 50cm, unframed £100-150

This poster has been stored folded into a quarter

832 Frederic Henri Henrion (1914-1990), poster circa 1960's "Keep Britain Tidy" depicting a Unicorn with its horn
piercing a ball of rubbish printed by Fosh & Cross Ltd, London, unframed 76cm x 51cm ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

This poster has been stored folded into a quarter

833 Posters - "Take Care of Your Cat This Way" issued by the RSPCA, printed by Leonard Ripley & Co Ltd.
London SE11, ditto "Take Care of Your Dog" 76cm x 50cm and 1 other "Please Protect Us" issued by the
RSPCA 105 Jermyn Street London 51cm x 38cm, all unframed ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The posters have been stored folded into a quarter

834 Tom Eckersley (1914-1997), poster, "Keep Britain Tidy" prepared for The Ministry of Housing and Local
Government Central Office of Information, printed in England by Stafford & Co 75cm x 51cm £80-100

This poster has been stored folded into a quarter

835 Royston Cooper (1931-1985), poster, "Keep Britain Tidy" prepared for The Ministry of Local House and Local
Government Centre Office of Information, printed by J Weiner Ltd. 74cm x 51cm £100-150

This poster has been stored folded into a quarter

836 Tom Eckersley (1914-1997), poster, "Keep Britain Tidy" prepared for The Ministry of Housing and Local
Government by The Central Office, printed by Stafford & Company, unframed 38cm x 25.5cm, Abram Ganes
1914-1996, poster, "Keep Britain Tidy" prepared for The Ministry of Housing and Local Government by The
Central Office of Information, printed by Stafford & Co. unframed 37cm x 25cm and 2 others "Don't Leave
Litter" prepared for HM Government by The Central Office of Information printed by The Curwen Press,
unframed 38cm x 25.5cm £100-150

The posters have been stored folded into a quarter
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837 An enamelled advertising sign "Black Cat Pure Mature Virginia Cigarettes" 92cm x 61cm £50-100

There is extensive loss of enamelling and rusting

838 19th Century Continental oil on board of a man on horseback with cattle and goat in an extensive landscape
30cm x 43cm £50-75

838a Kaoru Kawano, woodcut print "Girl with a Fan" together with Kogetsu Saigo print "Bird with Flowers", card
mounted in black, framed, both 35cm x 23cm £50-70

838b An 18th Century watercolour of a standing lady with sheath of corn by a stile 10cm x 7cm, £5-10

838c Three 19th Century Stevenographs - hunting and 1 other horse racing 5cm x 15cm £40-60

838d A First World War Propaganda poster number 16 "Remember Belgium, Enlist Today" published by the
Parliamentary Recruiting Committee London 101cm h x 74cm a £80-120

The poster has been folded and framed under glass, there are several holes

839 A pair of 19th Century oil paintings, portraits of a young lady and gentleman, unsigned, 24cm x 19cm £100-150

There is cracking to both pictures
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

840 Buben & Zorweg, a "Artemis Classique" 8 day mantel clock, the silvered dial with subsidiary second hand, day
hand, calendar hand above a time zone dial, contained in a walnut bow front case 23cm x 17cm x 15cm d,
together with original warranty, certificate and key, the clock was purchased in 2008 ( photo centre pages )
£800-1200

The clock is currently running

841 Jaeger-LeCoultre, a 1970's timepiece in the form of a lamp post marked Pue de la Paix 28cm x 7cm
(overwound) ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

842 A 20th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial Arabic numerals, contained in a gilt metal
case 11cm x 7cm x 6cm £40-60

Clock is currently running

843 An 18th Century style pewter and green glass whale oil lamp 35cm h x 13cm w £50-75

844 A Bulle electric clock with octagonal silvered dial, Roman numerals, complete with glass dome 26cm £70-90

The dial has rubbing to the base and there are chips to the glass dome

845 Gent, a Post Office electric master clock with 21cm enamelled dial, Arabic numerals contained in an oak case
128cm h x 29cm w x 29cm d, complete with pendulum, together with  1 other the dial marked Post Office and a
manual £80-100

846 A Smiths 8 day car clock with 8cm silvered dial, Roman numerals, marked 277.135, contained in a spelter
case in the form of a seated Tatania 38cm h x 21cm w x 16cm d £40-50

847 A fusee chain driven skeleton clock, the 16cm pierced dial with Roman numerals, striking on bell, complete
with glass dome, pendulum and key ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The clock is currently running, the dome is cracked, light hips to the base

848 A 19th Century Continental "regulator" style wall timepiece with 11cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals,
contained in a carved mahogany case complete with pendulum and key 91cm h £60-80

849 Seth Thomas, an American ward room style clock, the 14cm silvered dial with subsidiary second hand, Arabic
numerals marked US Marine Commission 32016 contained in a black Bakelite case (chip to top of case, clock
is currently running, no key) together with a Chelsea Clock Company ward room style clock with 13cm gilt dial,
Arabic numerals, subsidiary second hand, reverse marked Chelsea Clock Company Boston, contained in a
Bakelite case  (chip to top of case, clock currently running, no key) £60-80

850 A fusee gut driven wall clock, the 30cm painted dial marked A Burton of Stroud, complete with pendulum and
key £100-150

The dial has been cut in places to accommodate the case and amateurly painted, clock is currently running

851 A wire driven double fusee Grand Sonnier striking on 9 bells bracket clock, the 24cm painted dial with Roman
numerals, the back with 18cm plain and unsigned back plate, contained in a mahogany case complete with
pendulum (no key) 65cm h x 38cm w x 20cm d ( photo centre pages ) £800-1200

852 Thomas Fowle of East Grinstead, an 18th Century 30 hour,  single handed, striking on bell bird cage
movement  long case clock with 25cm painted dial, contained in an oak case, complete with pendulum and
weight £120-150

853 Seth Thomas, an American 19th Century drop dial wall clock with 26cm painted dial, Roman numerals,
contained in a mahogany case, complete with pendulum (no key) £30-50

Clock not currently running
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854 A ward room style clock, the 20cm dial painted roman numerals marked Kendall and Dent London, Swiss
escapement, contained in a gilt metal case 23cm diam. £40-60

Clock is currently running, no key

855 Bleck Time Recorder Ltd., a clocking in clock with 11cm painted dial, Arabic numerals and marked Bleck Time
Recorder Ltd. 188 Grays Inn Road, numbered 58226, complete with key 34cm x 32cm x 26cm £40-60

The clock is currently running, the interior lock is missing

856 A Wurttemberg Art Deco 8 day timepiece with octagonal silvered dial, Roman numerals, contained in an inlaid
walnut case 18cm h x 27cm w x 9cm d £40-60

Currently not running

857 A chain driven fusee bracket timepiece, the 11cm arched dial with silvered chapter ring and Roman numerals,
marked Benetfink & Co Cheapside, having an 11cm plain back plate, complete with pendulum (no key) 37cm h
x 24cm w x 18cm d £100-150

Clock is currently running, hinges to the back door are damaged, pendulum bolt is missing

858 An American 19th Century shelf clock with 13cm painted dial, Roman numerals, contained in a carved oak
case complete with pendulum and key 56cm x 38cm x 11cm £40-60

Clock is currently not running

859 Ansonia, an American 8 day mantel clock with 12cm porcelain dial, Roman numerals, contained in an iron
case 26cm h x 23cm x 12cm d £30-40

Currently not running, no pendulum or key

860 Echo Gong, an Edwardian Art Nouveau 8 day striking on gong long case clock, the 24cm dial with Roman
numerals in a carved oak case enclosed by a bevelled glazed panelled door 194cm h £80-120

The lock and escutcheon are missing

861 A Victorian single fusee gut driven drop dial wall clock, the 29cm painted dial painted Roman numerals marked
L.V. Holmes Wallington and with convex glass, the reverse with 11cm back plate, complete with pendulum (no
key) 48cm h x 38cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The clock is currently running, there is a section of timber missing to the left hand side of the dial, cracked in
places, sections of veneer missing to the base of the door

862 Jerome and Company an American shelf timepiece, the 15cm square painted dial with Roman numerals and
original back paper, contained in an mahogany case 30cm h x 19cm w x 9cm d £40-60

863 A striking wall clock with 30cm painted dial contained in a mahogany case 37cm complete with pendulum and
key £40-60

864 William Stephens of Godalming, a single handed 30 hour long case clock with bird cage movement striking on
bell, the 25cm gilt dial with silvered chapter ring marked W Stephens of Godalming, contained in an oak case,
complete with pendulum and weight 183cm h x 43cm w x 23cm d £150-200

This clock is not currently in working order.

865 A fusee gut driven wall clock, the 29cm painted dial with Roman numerals, having an 11 1/2 cm plain back
plate contained in a mahogany case, complete with pendulum (no key) £100-150

Clock is currently running, split to side of case

866 Thomas Wood Nailsworth, an 18th Century 8 day striking long case clock, the 29.5cm brass arched dial
marked Tempus Fugit Thomas Wood Nailsworth  contained in an oak case, complete with pendulum, winder
and weights 222cm h £150-200
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867 A 19th Century Japy Freres  French 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial, Arabic numerals,
contained in an inlaid mahogany balloon shaped case, back plated marked 69942, complete with pendulum
and key 29cm £50-75

Clock is currently running, slight split to the top, small section of veneer is bubbling

868 A Tiffany and Co quartz travelling alarm clock in a cylindrical case with gilt dial marked Tiffany and Co, the
outer case marked Avis Inc. Levergaged Lease December 1988 4cm x 6cm £40-60

869 A French Empire striking mantel clock, with silk suspension movement, contained in a gilt metal and black
marble case supported by 2 columns, the porcelain dial marked Gavelle LNE London, complete with pendulum
and key £80-120

Clock is not running, repair to enamel by the right hand winding hole, gilt embellishment to left hand column is
missing

870 Tiffany and Co, 20th Century travelling clock with paper dial, Roman numerals, contained a gilt and mahogany
box with hinged lid, interior marked Best wishes from your KB friends October 1998, 7cm x 11cm x 11cm
£50-75

871 An Elgin 8 day aircraft timepiece with 5cm black dial contained a black Bakelite case together with a Waltham
Watch Co. aircraft timepiece with 7cm dial marked 8 Day Civil Date, the reverse marked Contract no. 84106
F.S.S.C 8-C-590 part no. CDIA (both currently running) £50-75

872 The Elliott Transistor Clock, with 8.5cm gilt arched dial, silver chapter ring, Roman numerals, contained in a
Queen Anne style walnut case 21cm h x 14cm w x 9cm d £50-75

873 A Gravity clock contained in a stainless steel case, the glass dial with Arabic numerals, case marked
Pat.15238-19 24cm h x 12cm w x 7cm d £50-75

874 Williams of Dolgelley, an 18th/19th Century  8 day striking long case clock, the 36cm painted dial with
subsidiary second hand, calendar aperture and spandrels pained cottages, contained in an oak case complete
with pendulum, weights and key 216cm h ( photo centre pages ) £180-220

875 A 19th Century American striking on gong wall clock with 21cm painted dial, Roman numerals, contained in an
inlaid mahogany case supported by 2 columns, complete with key  89cm h x 39cm w x 15cm d £40-50

Clock is currently running

876 Winterhalder and Hofmeire, a Victorian Ting Tang 8 day striking bracket clock with 22cm gilt dial, silvered
chapter ring, Roman numerals, contained in an oak case with back plated marked D.R. Patent W&H SCH,
complete with pendulum (f) and key,  50cm h x 36cm w x 23cm d £60-90

Section of gallery missing to left hand edge, clock is intermittently running

877 A Victorian fusee gut driven drop dial wall clock, the 30cm painted dial with Roman numerals marked Peter
Brown Carshalton and having an 11cm plain back plate, contained an inlaid mahogany case, complete with
pendulum and key ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The clock is currently running, the dial has been repainted and marked October 1979, sections of veneer are
missing to the base of the case

878 A 1920's miniature long case clock, the 11cm arched gilt dial with silvered chapter ring, Roman numerals
contained in a mahogany case, back plate marked O Coventry with brass plaque to the front "Presented to Mr
W R Payne in recognition of his valuable service Aqualate Hall 1928-1930 164cm h x 18cm w x 16cm d £70-90

Clock is currently running and has a fixed hood, movement is loose and hands are loose

879 A 20th Century reproduction 17th Century lantern clock, the 15cm gilt metal dial marked William Grey London
with Roman numerals, striking on bell, complete with bracket and weight ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

Clock is currently running
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880 Seikosha, a Japanese ward room style clock, the 15cm dial with Arabic numerals contained in a chrome case,
clock is currently running, together with a ditto contained in a gilt metal case (not running) £50-75

There are no keys and paint deterioration to the dials
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Rugs and Carpets

881 A blue, white and red ground Persian rug within a multi row border 203cm x 113cm £40-60

882 A black, tan and white ground Kilim rug with geometric designs 161cm x 101cm £40-60

883 A blue and green ground Persian rug with central floral panel within a multi row border 194cm x 126cm £40-60

The rug is heavily in wear with 2 holes

884 An orange and black ground Afghan rug with 4 octagons to the centre 214cm x 119cm £40-60

Slight staining and 8cm tear to the border

885 A red and blue ground Afghan rug with central panel and overall geometric design 142cm x 87cm £30-50

The rug is showing signs of wear

886 A blue and red ground Bokhara rug with 15 octagons to the centre 111cm x 91cm £40-60

The rug shows signs of heavy wear and has a hole, slightly sun bleached

887 A white and blue ground Afghan rug with central medallion within multi row border 115cm x 92cm £40-60

Heavily worn

888 A blue and red Afghan rug with 4 diamonds to the centre 188cm x 103cm £40-60

889 A tan, green and white ground Caucasian slip rug 58cm x 62cm £40-60

In wear, there is a 9cm section missing to 1 corner, old repaired hole, a hole and 5 loop holes

890 A red and black ground Afghan rug with 14 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 135cm x 104cm
£40-60

Slight stain

891 A blue, white and red ground Persian rug with central medallion 201cm x 117cm £40-60

In wear, flecking throughout

892 A red and white Bokhara rug with 24 medallions to the centre 208cm x 147cm £80-120

In wear, slight stain

893 A red and blue ground Afghan rug with 4 octagons to the centre 107cm x 68cm £40-60

894 A red, white and turquoise Persian silk rug with mihrab to the centre and decorated birds in nests 148cm x
91cm £80-120

895 A white, blue and red Caucasian style runner with 5 stylised octagons to the centre 161cm x 66cm £40-60

Damage to the mined on the edges, in wear, light flecking

896 A 19th/20th Century Persian blue and tan ground rug with all over Boteh-Mir design 221cm x 125cm £80-120

The rug is in wear, there are 2 small holes and wear to the binding on the edge

897 A white, orange and blue ground Caucasian runner with 10 octagons to the centre within a multi row border
188cm  x 65cm £50-75

898 A brown and red ground Belouche rug 114cm x 68cm £40-60

The rug is showing signs of wear, fringe missing in parts

899 An orange, blue and white ground Kilim rug with diamond to the centre 144cm x 107cm £40-60

Light staining in places

900 A blue, white and orange ground Persian rug with 3 diamond medallions to the centre 244cm x 135cm £80-120

Signs of wear, there are 3 small holes, missing a section to 1 end, 2 holes to one of the medallions

901 A white, blue and pink ground rug with rectangular floral panel to the centre 98cm x 80cm £40-60

The rug shows signs of wear
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902 A red, white and blue Persian floral patterned carpet with central medallion within a multi row border 391cm x
292cm £80-120

There are signs of wear and flecking in places

903 A red, blue and green ground Persian carpet with central medallion within a multi row border 487cm x 336cm
£100-140

The rug is in wear in places, signs of flecking

904 A white, green and yellow ground Chobi Kilim rug 193cm x 125cm £100-140

905 A tan, blue and green ground Maimana Kilim runner with all over diamond design 286cm x 79cm £80-100

906 A red, brown and blue ground Maimana Kilim runner 203cm x 65cm £60-80

907 A blue and white ground Meshwani runner with 5 diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 143cm x
53cm £80-120

908 A tan, turquoise and green ground Chobi Kilim with overall geometric design 150cm x 100cm £70-90

909 A white, turquoise and orange ground Chobi Kilim runner with 24 stylised medallions to the centre 193cm x
65cm £80-100

910 A green, purple and blue ground Suzni runner with overall diamond design 314cm x 72cm £90-120

911 A sand, turquoise and tan ground Chobi Kilim runner with overall geometric designs 160cm x 62cm £60-80

912 A red and black ground Belouche rug with arrow design to the centre 140cm x 90cm £80-100

913 A black, brown and green ground Maimana Kilim runner with diamond design to the centre 197cm x 66cm
£70-90

914 A turquoise, green and orange ground Chobi Kilim runner 142cm x 60cm £60-80

915 A turquoise, brown and white ground Chobi Kilim rug with diamond design, 85cm x 58cm £40-50

916 A blue and white Meshwani runner with 4 octagons to the centre 246cm x 58cm £100-140

917 A yellow, blue and white Chobi Kilim with diamond design 123cm x 80cm £70-90

918 A rectangular Kashmir stitch work panel decorated birds in landscape 138cm x 87cm £50-70

919 A white, green and sand ground Chobi Kilim rug with diamond designs to the centre 154cm x 98cm £90-120

920 An Egyptian style wool work panel decorated figures in procession 87cm x 111cm £40-60

921 A pink, blue and white ground Persian rug with 3 diamond shaped medallions to the centre 200cm x 132cm
£70-90

White paint splashes in places, signs of wear
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

931 A 19th Century bleached mahogany bow front chest of 3 long graduated drawers with brass oval plate drop
handles and escutcheons, raised on bracket feet 86cm h x 85cm w x 48cm d £80-120

The top is warped, ring and contact marks in places, sections of veneer missing on the drawers, section of
inlay missing, holes in places to the gilt handles

932 An Edwardian rectangular mahogany card table fitted a drawer with pierced apron, raised on square tapered
supports, spade feet 74cm h x 71cm w x 40cm d £50-75

Light scratches to the top, ring marks and slightly warped

933 An Edwardian light oak wedge shaped stationery box with stepped fitted interior enclosed by  panelled doors
28cm h x 40cm w x 23cm d £50-75

Pitting and ink marks, the interior lock is missing

934 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany cylinder bureau with raised back and well fitted interior above 2 drawers, raised
on square tapered supports, spade feet 103cm h x 75cm w x 48cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Paint splashes in places, pitting and contact marks in places

935 A Victorian rectangular figured walnut twin compartment tea caddy with hinged lid 14cm x 25cm x 13cm d
£50-75

Veneers bubbling to the top

936 A Liberty style Art Nouveau bleached oak bookcase with raised 3/4 gallery 133cm h x 107cm w x 27cm d (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

Possible drawing pin holes to the rear of the superstructure, ring and contact marks in places, heavily sun
bleached

937 A Victorian mahogany show frame nursing chair, the seat of serpentine outline, upholstered in tapestry
material, raised on cabriole supports 58cm w x 43cm d £50-75

Frame is loose, dip to the seat

938 A Georgian mahogany kneehole dressing table fitted a drawer above secret drawer and 6 short drawers, the
pedestal fitted a cupboard enclosed by a panelled door, raised on bracket feet 76cm h x 91cm w x 42cm d (
photo centre pages ) £150-200

Light scratches and contact marks in places, 1 brass swan neck drop handle to the right hand pedestal is
missing

939 A Victorian mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers raised on bun feet 106cm h x 107cm w x
48cm d £80-120

Veneer to the top is rippling

941 Heales Whitespot, a Georgian style bow front display cabinet on cabinet with moulded cornice, the upper
section fitted adjustable shelves, the cross banded base enclosed by a pair of panelled doors, raised on
bracket feet 200cm h x 122cm w x 44cm d £100-150

Brass escutcheons are missing to the top and bottom doors, sun bleached, water and contact marks in places,
some paint spotting

942 A Victorian mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on bun feet 101cm h  x 102cm w c
47cm d £80-120

Top is split, showing signs of shrinkage in places, small section of timber missing beneath the top right hand
drawer, contact marks in places
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943 A Victorian octagonal inlaid mahogany work box of waisted form, raised on scroll supports with platform base
65cm h x 58cm w x 36cm d £60-80

Top is warped, light contact marks in places

944 A Victorian mahogany tub back chair upholstered in white buttoned material raised on turned supports with
brass casters 99cm h x 67cm w x 56cm (seat 21cm x 34cm) £50-75

Frame is loose, some staining to upholstery

945 A Victorian pine desk fitted 1 long and 5 short drawers with cupboard to the side 79cm h x 135cm w x 77cm d
(the desk is in 1 section) £100-150

There are signs of old but treated worm

946 A Victorian mahogany collectors chest of 4 drawers, the first 3 drawers are fitted with pigeon holes, 31cm h x
47cm w x 30cm d £40-60

947 A  Victorian carved walnut  chiffonier sideboard, the raised back fitted 3 plate mirrors above a recess, the base
fitted a drawer above cupboard enclosed by a glazed panelled door with niches to the sides and with undertier
120cm w x 30cm d £60-90

Contact marks in places

948 A Victorian carved oak settle with raised back 104cm h x 114cm w x 41cm d (seat 69cm x 30cm) £140-180

It is in dry condition and would benefit from a polish

949 An Edwardian oak table top display cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by a glazed panelled door 49cm h x 43cm
w x 29cm d £50-75

There are 8 small holes to the top, a slight split and contact marks in places, the escutcheon is missing

950 A Victorian quarter veneered inlaid walnut Loo table raised on 4 turned supports raised on outswept supports
68cm h x 134cm w x 141cm d £50-75

Contact marks and light scratches in places

951 A 1930's rectangular black lacquered 2 tier tea trolley 71cm h x 61cm w x 41cm d £50-75

Ebonising is rubbed throughout

952 A Georgian D shaped mahogany dining table raised on 8 supports 73cm h x 117cm l x 55cm w £40-60

Centre section is missing, top is sun bleached, light scratches and contact marks in places

953 A pair of Georgian mahogany bar back dining chairs with spiral turned mid rails and over stuffed seats, raised
on turned supports 83cm h x 50cm w x 42cm d £30-50

Frames are loose, the upholstery is stained

954 An Edwardian inverted breakfront carved mahogany bookcase, the upper section with pierced gallery, the
centre enclosed by astragal glazed panelled door above a recess and cupboard enclosed by glazed panelled
doors and flanked by shelved niches 144cm h x 106cm w c 34cm d £70-90

There is a large section of gallery moulding missing to both sides, contact marks and scuffing  in places

955 A Georgian mahogany bow front cabinet fitted 1 long drawer with replacement brass drop handles, the interior
fitted shelves and a drawer enclosed by panelled doors 93cm h x 106cm w x 49cm d £50-75

The top is warped, has light scratches and small section of veneer missing to the back left hand edge, 1
panelled door is split, the other is sun bleached and slightly warped, cock beading is missing to the bottom of
the long drawer

957 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany wedge shaped coal box complete with brass shovel and zinc lining 34cm h x
57cm w x 32cm d £50-75

Sun bleached, ripple to the veneer
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958 A Victorian rectangular pine collectors chest of 5 drawers with turned handle, raised on a platform base 35cm
h x 38cm w x 22cm d £50-75

Top slightly warped, contact marks in places

959 An Edwardian rectangular inlaid rosewood side table fitted a drawer, raised on square tapered supports with
double H framed stretcher 70cm h x 71cm w x 43cm d £50-75

Light pitting to the top, sun bleached and contact marks in places

960 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany towel rail 86cm h x 71cm w x 30cm d £40-60

Minor contact marks in places

961 An 18th Century oak coffer with hinged lid, arcaded and panel decoration to the front 78cm h x 139cm w x
56cm d £80-120

Top is warped and has a split, water and contact marks in places, replacement lock and 2 new hinges

962 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany twin handled tea tray 3cm x 63cm x 41cm £40-60

Warped, ring mark, old repair to the back

963 An Edwardian Art Nouveau mahogany stationery box with fall front revealing a fitted interior with pigeon holes
and drawer, associated inkwell and pen tray 33cm h x 31cm w x 23cm d £60-80

Section of timber missing to the top, split to top, lock and escutcheon are both missing

964 A 19th Century bleached mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with turned handles, raised
on bracket feet 91cm h x 105cm w x 48cm d £70-90

Split to top, slight veneer missing in places, plywood panel to the back, heavily sun bleached, bottom right
handle is damaged

965 An Eastern carved hardwood square table, the centre with armorial, blind fret work decoration, raised on
outswept supports with H framed stretcher 40cm h x 36cm w x 36cm d £40-60

Water and contact marks in places

966 A 19th Century shallow rectangular mahogany box with brass escutcheon and hinged lid 6cm h x 42cm w x
14cm d £40-50

Top slightly warped, section of veneer missing to bottom right hand edge

967 An Edwardian square inlaid and crossbanded mahogany 2 tier revolving bookcase the top with silver
presentation plaque "Presented to Reverend E Mostyu Ellis MA by The Parishioners  of The Parish of Astbury
Parish Church, November 11th 1908" 83cm h x 51cm w x 51cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Small section of crossbanding  missing to the top, sun bleached and contact marks in places

969 A Liberty style Art Nouveau carved oak 2 tier book trough, the base with undertier 83cm h x 46cm w x 23cm d
£50-75

There are signs of old but treated worm in places, contact marks in places

970 An Edwardian oval inlaid and cross banded bleached mahogany drop flap 2 tier occasional table fitted a
drawer, raised on square tapered supports, brass caps and casters 70cm h x 38cm w x 48cm d £50-75

Heavily sun bleached, pitting, scratches and contact marks in places

971 A 19th Century bleached mahogany chest of 4 long graduated drawers with brass handles, raised on splayed
bracket feet 74cm h x 69cm w x 44cm d £80-120

The top is warped, sun bleached, contact marks in places

972 An Edwardian Art Nouveau mahogany show frame chair upholstered in pink material raised on cabriole
supports 102cm h x 71cm w x 62cm d £30-50

Frame is loose, some damage to the upholstery on the arms
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973 A Eastern carved hardwood rectangular coffer, the hinged lid with Grecian key decoration and monogram,
49cm h x 64cm w x 46cm d £50-75

Water marks to the top

974 An Edwardian Chippendale style carved mahogany bookcase on cabinet with carved and pierced cornice , the
cabinet  fitted a shelf enclosed by an astragal glazed panelled door above a recess, the base fitted 2 long
drawers with blind fret work decoration, raised on cabriole supports 190cm h x 76cm w x 39cm d £60-90

Some astragal glazing bars are missing, contact marks and pitting in places

975 A Victorian armchair upholstered in blue buttoned material raised on turned supports, ceramic casters 85cm h
x 65cm w 54cm d (seat 26cm x 32cm) £50-75

Upholstery is stained

976 A Victorian rosewood and inlaid brass rectangular vanity/jewellery box with hinged lid, the base fitted a drawer
17cm h x 28cm w x 20cm d £40-60

Splits to the top in places

977 A 19th Century Continental carved walnut chest of 4 long drawers with carved handles, raised on square
supports 99cm h x 103cm w x 48cm d £70-100

Top is sun bleached, contact marks and light pitting in places, the right handle to the 2nd drawer is missing,
the lock from the base is missing

978 An Edwardian square walnut 2 tier occasional table, raised on ring turned supports 68cm h x 43cm w x 43cm d
£40-60

The top is warped, ring and contact marks in places

979 A Victorian carved mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in green buttoned material, raised on cabriole
supports 73cm h £60-80

Pitting in places, casters to back legs have been removed

980 A Victorian oak plate box with hinged lid and brass carrying handles to the sides, the interior fitted 2 trays
45cm h x 58cm w x 45cm d £60-80

Top is slightly warped, contact marks in places

981 An 19th Century circular mahogany snap top wine table raised on pillar and tripod base 72cm h x 49cm diam.
£40-60

Top is warped and split, there are old repairs to the column and 1 of the feet

982 A 19th Century satinwood twin compartment tea caddy of sarcophagus form with hinged lid raised on bun feet
17cm h x 30cm w x 16cm d £60-80

Contact marks in places, section of timber missing to the back right hand edge

983 An Edwardian Art Nouveau Liberty style student's bureau with raised back fitted 2 shelves above a fall front
revealing a fitted interior and with 2 shelves below 152cm h x 76cm w x 24cm d £60-80

Two sections of timber missing to the back edges, heavily sun bleached throughout

984 An Edwardian mahogany console table of serpentine outline fitted 2 scallop shaped gilt metal ashtrays, raised
on cabriole supports 73cm h x 76cm w x 37cm d £60-80

Contact marks in places

985 A Victorian elm and beech Windsor stick and bar back kitchen carver chair with solid elm seat, raised on
turned supports with H framed stretcher 111cm h x 46cm w x 44cm d (the narrow seat 24cm x 31cm) £50-75

Frame is loose

986 A 19th Century mahogany display cabinet, fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by a glazed panelled door 76cm
h x 46cm w x 22cm d £40-60
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987 A 19th Century mahogany bow front linen press with moulded and dentil cornice, the interior fitted 2 later
shelves enclosed by panelled doors, the base fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on splayed bracket feet
205cm h x 116cm w x 60cm d £150-200

The base is heavily sun bleached, 2 splits to the side, contact marks in places

988 A Victorian mahogany dressing table with inset surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers with turned handles,
73cm h x 120cm w x 53cm d (in one section) £60-80

Contact marks in places, sun bleached

989 A 19th Century Georgian style bleached mahogany bow front bedside cabinet fitted a drawer above recess,
raised on turned and reeded supports 76cm h x 46cm w x 38cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places

991 A 19th Century Georgian style bleached mahogany rectangular "cellarette" with dome hinged lid, fitted a
cupboard enclosed by panelled doors, raised on bracket feet 75cm h x 61cm w x 32cm d £60-80

The top is damaged, warped and sun bleached, the veneer to the top is bubbling in places

992 A Georgian mahogany triple breakfront library secretaire bookcase with moulded and dentil cornice, the
bookcase fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by astragal glazed and panelled doors, the centre section fitted a
secretaire drawer above double cupboard enclosed by panelled doors, flanked by 10 short drawers 253cm h x
237cm w x 55cm d ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

In need of restoration, the cornice is warped in places, 1 large astragal panelled door to the left hand cabinet is
cracked, it is missing several glazing bars, 1 panel to the right hand door of the centre section is cracked,
missing 2 escutcheons to the upper section, 1 to the secretaire drawer, timber is missing in places, there are
several replacement non matching swan neck drop handles

993 An Art Deco walnut desk fitted 1 long and 8 short drawers, the side fitted a cupboard enclosed by a sliding
panelled door 76cm h x 140cm w x 69cm d £60-90

There are 2 splits to the top, water and contact marks in places

994 A Victorian mahogany hanging corner cabinet with moulded and dentil cornice, fitted a shelf enclosed by
bevelled plate panelled door 54cm h x 43cm w x 26cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

995 An Edwardian rectangular cross banded mahogany bijouterie table with hinged lid, raised on square tapered
supports with rectangular undertier 76cm h x 63cm w x 41cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

996 A turned beech American rocking chair upholstered in yellow striped material 106cm h x 54cm w x 49cm d
(seat 23cm x 28cm d) £40-60

Some pulls to the upholstery

997 A 19th Century mahogany chest of 4 long drawers with ring drop handles, raised on bracket feet 73cm h x
63cm w x 46cm d £80-120

Top is warped, water, ring and contact marks in places

998 A Victorian oak hall chair with circular shaped back and solid seat of serpentine outline, raised on turned
supports 91cm h x 44cm w x 36cm d £30-50

Two splits to the seat, frame is loose

999 An Edwardian rectangular inlaid mahogany card table the base fitted 2 drawers, raised on square tapered
supports with X framed stretcher 75cm h x 86cm w x 46cm d £50-75

Top has scratching throughout
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1000 A set of 6 Edwardian mahogany Chippendale style slat back dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs
and upholstered drop in seats, raised on cabriole, ball and claw supports 100cm h x 50cm w x 40cm d (seats
25cm x 27cm) £60-80

Light movement to the frames, some light stains to upholstery in places

1001 A 19th Century bleached mahogany and brass coopered twin handled oval wine cooler/cellarette raised on an
associated base 75cm h x 65cm w x 49cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

1002 Thonet, a bentwood open arm chair with X framed stretcher, the base labelled Thonet RD216810 94cm h x
60cm w x 43cm d (seat 28cm x 26cm) £50-75

Contact marks in places , crack to front right hand edge of the seat

1003 A rectangular plate mirror contained in a gilt plaster frame 63cm x 37cm £40-60

1004 An Edwardian heavily carved walnut chiffonier sideboard the raised back fitted 3 arched plate mirrored panels
flanked by columns, the centre fitted a cupboard above drawer with recess, flanked by drawers above
cupboard  216cm h x 183cm w x 61cm d £80-120

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, old break to column on the right hand side

1005 A Georgian style inlaid and cross banded mahogany sofa table fitted 2 drawers, raised on standard end
supports with H framed stretcher 75cm h x 97cm w  x 60cm d £50-75

Top is scratched, contact marks in places

1006 A Victorian figured walnut wedge shaped stationery box with stepped interior, 2 associated glass inkwells,
replacement perpetual calendar and drawer to the base 36cm h x 41cm w x 31cm d ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

Light scratch to the front

1007 A Victorian mahogany show frame open arm chair upholstered in green material, seat of serpentine outline,
raised on turned supports 99cm h x 61cm w x 58cm d (seat 30cm x 36cm) £40-60

Frame is loose, contact marks in places

1008 A 19th Century fire screen with stitch work panel decorated birds to the centre, contained in an ebonised and
gilt painted frame 103cm h x 73cm w x 20cm d £40-60

1009 A rectangular figured walnut wristwatch box, the plush interior fitted 10 compartments with hinged lid 8cm x
28cm x 22cm d £40-60

1010 A Georgian inlaid mahogany 4 section Canterbury the base fitted a drawer, raised on turned supports 53cm h
x 51cm w x 35cm d £60-90

Scratches and contact marks in places

1011 A set of 3 19th Century mahogany bar back dining chairs with rope turned mid rails and overstuffed seats
raised on turned supports 83cm h x 46m w x 44cm d £40-60

Frames loose, seats are stained

1012 A 3 seat Chesterfield upholstered in red buttoned material, raised bun supports 73cm h x 192cm w x 88cm d
(seat 140cm x 52cm) £150-200

Minor scuffs in places

1013 A bow front vitrine with pink veined marble top and pierced gilt gallery and gilt metal mounts throughout, the
shelved interior enclosed by glazed panelled doors, raised on turned supports 156cm h x 68cm w x 43cm d
£160-190

There is a chip to the bow front glazed panelled door

1014 A set of  4 Victorian rosewood spoon back dining chairs with carved mid rails and over stuffed seats, raised on
turned supports 83cm h x 44cm w x 38cm d £50-75

1 frame is slightly loose
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1015 A William IV style carved and pierced mahogany chaise longue upholstered in green material 96cm h x 130cm
w x 70cm d (seat 90cm x 53cm) £60-80

Upholstery stained in places

1016 A 19th Century American wooden and metal bound trunk with hinged lid 39cm h x 76cm w x 41cm d £80-120

The hinge is a/f, the leather handles to the side are also a/f

1017 A 1930's carved mahogany double cane 3 piece bergere suite comprising 2 seat settee 84cm h x 131cm w x
67cm d (seat 110cm x 40cm) and  2 matching armchairs 84cm h x 64cm w x 69cm (seats 40cm x 43cm),
raised on cabriole supports £150-200

Sections of moulding missing to top of both of the armchairs, 1 small hole approx. 4cm to the inner side of the
cane of the right hand arm of the sofa and a 3cm hole to the left hand outer side  of 1 of the armchairs,
otherwise the cane appears to be sound

1018 A 19th Century blue and gilt painted Continental shrine cabinet enclosed by panelled doors 107cm h x 56cm w
x 26cm d, containing a plaster bust of a saint (f) 50cm h £100-150

The head to the plaster bust is a/f

1020 A 19th Century oval drop flap tea table raised on cabriole supports 70cm h x 107cm w x 33cm £40-60

1021 A circular Kashmir carved hardwood bowl with gilt metal liner 8cm x 31cm £40-60

1022 A Victorian pierced and carved rosewood Prie Dieu style chair with pierced carved raised back and Berlin wool
work drop in seat, raised on turned supports 108cm h x 41cm x 44cm (sections of cresting rail missing) and 1
other chair with spiral turned columns to the side and upholstered seat and back 98cm h x 42cm w x 38cm d
(upholstery damaged in places) £40-60

1023 A Victorian heavily carved oak coffer with hinged lid 60cm h x 126cm w x 53cm d £100-150

1024 A Victorian mahogany triple wardrobe with arched cornice, the centre section fitted 4 trays above 3 long
drawers and enclosed by an arched mirrored door, flanked by cupboards with hanging sections enclosed by
panelled doors  236cm h x 214cm w x 63cm d £70-100

There is a 25cm section of timber missing to the back right hand edge

1026 An Edwardian mahogany triple library bookcase with moulded cornice, the shelved interior enclosed by
astragal glazed doors, the base fitted 3 short and 1 long drawers above triple cupboard, raised on a platform
base 235cm h x 182cm w x 53cm d £150-200

Contact marks and light pitting  in places

1027 A Kashmir carved bleached hardwood rectangular sewing box with hinged lid, the base fitted a drawer raised
on cabriole supports 38cm h x 52cm w x 32cm d £40-60

The top is warped and has contact marks in places

1028 Warren McCarthur, a tubular aluminium framed Radio Operator's swivel chair, seat No 175, removed from an
aircraft, upholstered in leather 83cm h x 53cm w x 43cm d (seat 20cm x 26cm) £100-150

There is the remains of a label to the base, the leather is cracked and holed in places

1029 A Victorian bleached mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with turned handles 88cm h x 95cm w x
46cm d £60-80

Top is slightly warped, stain and contact marks in places, top left hand drawer is missing its lock and the
bottom drawer has signs of old but treated worm

1030 A Victorian circular inlaid quarter veneered walnut wine table on an associated pillar and tripod base 49cm x
50cm £50-75

Scratches and contact marks to the top, signs of old but treated worm to the base
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1031 An oak oval drop flap table formed from old timber, raised on square supports with H framed stretcher 62cm h
x 100cm x 50cm £40-60

Top is warped, split, water and contact marks in places

1032 Omersa, a leather covered footstool in the form of a standing pig 43cm h x 72cm w x 29cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £150-200

1033 A Victorian carved and bleached mahogany jewellery box in the form of a twin handled trunk with sliding top
and drawer to the base 14cm h x 21cm w x 14cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

1034 A Victorian square inlaid mahogany writing slope with hinged lid 13cm x 26cm x 21cm £30-40

There are force marks by the lock

1035 A Japanese red lacquered altar table fitted a drawer, raised on outswept supports 23cm h x 34cm w x 12cm d
£40-60

Some chips to the red lacquering

1036 A 19th Century oval mahogany drop flap dining table on turned supports 74cm h x 112cm x 49cm £40-60

Pitting and contact marks in places

1037 A Victorian oak cabinet fitted 2 drawers above a double cupboard enclosed by a pair of panelled doors and
fluted columns to the sides, 94cm h x 107cm w x 47cm d £60-80

Ring and contact marks in places
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